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ABSTRACT
Spider silk is a natural high-performance biopolymer with superior mechanical
properties, resulting from its hierarchical structure. With protein nanofibrils
observed in various spider and silkworm silks, the critical role of nanofibrils in
achieving the silk’s mechanical behavior has been widely suggested by both
experimental observations and numerical simulations. However, a close review of
available evidence of silk nanofibrils reveals many crucial aspects are still largely
ambiguous or unknown. This further hinders the development of advanced silkbased materials.
The simple structure of the ribbon-like recluse (Loxosceles) silk provides an ideal
opportunity to investigate silk nanofibrils. By studying the surface and internal
structure of this silk, we show that it is entirely composed of nanofibrils. Since the
recluse ribbons exhibit the outstanding mechanical properties typical of a highperformance spider silk, we can conclude that the properties of recluse ribbons
are already implemented at the level of an individual nanofibril. Furthermore, we
take advantage of this system to study the protein makeup of pristine silk
nanofibrils. Using both polarized FTIR and Raman spectroscopy, we present the
first-ever vibrational spectra of silk nanofibrils. We are able to identify the
presence of different secondary structures, as well as their volumetric
percentages and orientations. A detailed structure model of recluse silk is
proposed based on our results.
To relate the presence of nanofibrils to the natural silk spinning process, we have
investigated the self-assembly behavior of the native spider spidroin. Both
individual and networks of long, thin silk nanofibrils are observed in the presence
of shear force and a proper ion concentration. This unprecedented observation
suggests the intrinsic tendency of native silk spidroin to form nanofibrils.
In summary, through an extensive investigation of the organization, protein
makeup, and formation of silk nanofibrils in various natural and in-vitro systems,
we have revealed the fundamental role of nanofibrils as the basic building blocks
of natural spider silk. This will have wide-ranging implications on the
understanding of the structure-property relations of spider silk and the
development of silk-inspired high-performance materials.
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1. Introduction
1.a. Spider silk as a high-performance green material
Natural silk is not an unfamiliar, new material to human beings. As a delicate
garment material, mulberry silkworm (Bombyx (B.) mori) silk was harvested as
early as 5,000 years ago in China, where large colonies of silkworms were
cultivated.1,2 As a mechanical and medical material, spider webs have been used
for fishing and wound coverage historically.2 In World War II, silk-made compact
parachutes were used by Spitfire pilots.1 Though people have been taking
advantage of the strength, lightness, and flexibility of natural silk, it was until the
1950s researchers started to look at this material with a systematic approach.3,4
Evolved for more than 400 million years, spiders have developed highlyspecialized silks for their survival needs.2,5 For orb-weaving spiders, a female can
produce up to seven types of silks for different purposes, including web
construction, prey wrapping, and egg protection.2,5 Since the major ampullate (MA)
silk, or also “dragline silk” for orb-weaving spiders, has the most exciting
mechanical properties, the majority of the studies focus on this silk. Figure 1.1
shows a mechanical property comparison between Kevlar 49, Nylon, steel, and
the MA silk produced by the European garden spider (Araneus diadematus).6,7 In
mechanical engineering, the strength is the force needed to break the material with
a unit cross-sectional area, the extensibility is the relative length elongation at
break, and the toughness is the energy absorbed by the material before failure.
The strength of MA silk is higher than Nylon and similar to high-tensile steel,
indicating silk being a very strong material. More importantly, MA silk can be
1

extended by almost 30% before its failure, making it ten times more stretchable
than Kevlar. As a result, MA silk is more than three times tougher than Kevlar,
twice as tough as Nylon. Thus, the combination of high tensile strength, high
extensibility, and low density makes spider silk outperform most synthetic
materials,2,5–9 which further grants various potential mechanical applications, from
advanced military equipment to structural elements for aircraft.2,10,11

Figure 1.1. Mechanical properties comparison between Kevlar 49, Nylon, high-tensil steel, and
Araneous spider major ampullate (MA) silk. The combination of high strength and high extensibility
lets spider silk absorb more energy than high-performance synthetic materials. Data adapted from
Refs. 6,7.

The merits silk has to offer do not stop here. Since the silk fiber is entirely
“manufactured” within the spider’s body, this high-performance protein-based
biopolymer is spun in aqueous solution and under ambient conditions, without any
harsh chemicals, extreme temperature or pressure.5,7,12,13 Due to its mostly protein
makeup, silk can be easily degraded and decomposed in natural environments.
Spiders even recycle their own webs when the food supply is low.14 All of these

2

properties are attractive in designing the next-generation green material: superior
properties, manufactured under benign conditions, and can be disposed of in an
environment-friendly fashion.13 Therefore, future silk-based high-performance
materials can become the ideal candidate to replace ubiquitous plastics.5,13
Furthermore, due to the biocompatibility15 and the convenience to be modified into
various morphologies,7,16 silk-based materials also enjoy a promising future in
biomedical,15,17 soft electronics,18 optics,19,20 and many other fields.7,16,21–23
To obtain silk-based materials at a large scale, effective low-cost production
methods are necessary. However, sericulture remains the main route to acquire B.
mori silk all over the world, and the whole global industry provides around 200,000
tonnes of silk every year (https://inserco.org/en/statistics). This is easily dwarfed
by the more than 3 million metric tonnes annual production of nylon 66
(https://www.plasticsinsight.com/resin-intelligence/resin-prices/polyamide/). More
importantly, since spiders are territorial and cannibal, rearing them in a densely
populated space simply would not work. Therefore, artificial synthesis supported
by modern biological and chemical techniques becomes the only feasible route to
obtain large amounts of high-performance silk. One promising pathway is to
produce large amounts of silk proteins (recombinant silk) from genetically modified
organisms, including bacteria, yeasts, mice, and goat, and then assemble these
proteins into final fibers.24–26 Many such attempts have been made,27–30 but the
final products still could not fully replicate the outstanding mechanical properties
of their natural counterparts. Therefore, we urgently need a detailed understanding
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of the structure, chemical composition, and natural “manufacturing” process of
spider silk.2,5
1.b. Nanofibrillar structure of spider major ampullate (MA) silk
It is widely accepted that the outstanding mechanical properties of spider silk are
largely determined by its structure.5,6,11,31,32 From an organizational view, MA silk
has a multi-level hierarchical structure.5,11,31,33–35 If we consider from the very basic
amino acids that compose spider silk protein (spidroin) to the construction of a
spider web that was built across rivers,8 this hierarchy spans from less than one
nanometer to more than tens of meters (a magnitude span more than 1010!).36 The
MA silk fibers from orb-weaving and cob-web spiders usually feature a cylindrical
shape with a diameter of several micrometers,33,37–39 with glycoprotein and lipid
functional coatings on the surface.33,37 Many structural models have been
developed for the various hierarchical levels of spider MA silk,2,6,7,11,40,41 and a
selection representing most of the used models is shown in Figure 1.2. A common
scheme risen from these models is the skin-core organization,32,33,35,37,39,40 which
is proposed to be critical for the mechanical properties of cylindrical silk
fibers.33,42,43 The skin layer works as an elastic sheath42 that can also provide
plastic mechanical support and protection to the strength-providing core material.33
However, if we consider a fiber with a diameter of 4 µm and a 100 nm thick skinlayer, the skin only accounts for about 10% of the whole volume. Thus, the
contribution from the skin-core organization is limited.

4

Figure 1.2. Representative structural models for spider MA silk. (a) Cylindrical spider MA silk
featuring a skin-core organization.40 (b) Variation of the model shown in (a). Nanofibrils of various
lengths are embedded in an amorphous matrix.44 (c) Alternative model to desribe the cylindrical
spider MA silk,32 where the whole silk fiber is composed of nanofibrils. Whole figure adapted from
Ref. 36 with permission. Copyright 2019, The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society. Refer to this
paper for the original permissions.

An interesting structural element, protein fibrils with diameters of 3–300 nm, have
been widely proposed to play a significant role in the mechanical properties of
natural silk.36 The presence of these nanofibrils has been observed in various
spider and silkworm silks,31,33,34,42,45–48 and their mechanical significance was also
pointed out by several theoretical works.32,43,49,50 Due to the importance of silk
nanofibrils, we recently carried out an extensive review of available relevant
experimental evidence.36 Surprisingly, despite various experimental techniques
being implemented, the available information is still scarce, and many fundamental
questions remain unclear, which further largely limited our understanding.36 One
major issue is that the presence of nanofibrils is not entirely unambiguous, since
globular structures have been found in several spider MA silks.39,51 This inevitably
challenges the nanofibrillar structures being the only significant structural
element.36

5

Among the works reported nanofibrils, only a handful of silk-producing species
were studied, including golden silk orb-weavers (Nephila (N.) spp., Figure
1.3),31,33,37,43,46,48,52–54 black widow spider (Latrodectus hesperus, Figure 1.4),55
wasp spider (Argiope bruennichi),42 banded garden spider (Argiope trifasciata,
Figure 1.4),39,51 African hermit spider (Nephilengys cruentata, Figure 1.4),45
Amazonian pink toe spider (Avicularia juruensis, Figure 1.4),45 and several
silkworms, B. mori (Figure 1.5),32,39,46,47,51,56–60 Chinese oak silk moth (Antheraea
pernyi, Figure 1.6),47,60 Japanese oak silk moth (Antheraea yamamai, Figure
1.6),47,61 and Atlas moth (Attacus atlas, Figure 1.6).39 Given that there are over
46,000 known species of spiders alone,62 each one making its own kinds of silk,
this is a tiny fraction of the silks found in nature. And the fact that all microscopy
evidence can be summarized in merely four figures again confirms our very limited
understanding of silk nanofibrils.
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Figure 1.3. Experimental evidence of nanofibrils in MA silk from the Nephila (N.) genus. Colors of
the panel frames indicate the species—green: N. clavipes; orange: N. clavata; red: N. edulis; blue:
N. madagascariensis. (a) Atomic force microscopy (AFM) topography of the pleated fibrillar
structure inside the fiber.52 Vertical range: 0–200 nm. (b) Fiber surface showing 40–80 nm large
segments.31 Left: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a dragline silk. Right: AFM
topography of the silk surface. No vertical range was provided. (c) Confocal microscopy image of
Nephila silk cross section showing the skin–core organization.37 (d) Stereo micrograph of fibrillar
structure in Nephila silk.33 No size information was provided. (e) AFM topography images of 200nm-wide nanofibrils on the ultramicrotomed silk surface.43 No vertical range was provided. (f) SEM
image of the abraded surface of N. clavata silk showing many nanofibrils.48 (g, h) Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images of nanofibrils of » 3 nm in width observed in chemically
dispersed N. edulis silk.54 (i, j) Optical microscope images of the ‘‘crisscrossing’’ fibrillar pattern
observed in N. madagascariensis silk.38 Whole figure reproduced from Ref. 36 with permission.
Copyright 2019, The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society. Refer to this paper for the original
permissions.
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Figure 1.4. Observation of nanofibrils/globules in the MA silks from several spider species. Colors
of the panel frames indicate the species. Green: Latrodectus hesperus; red: Nephilengys cruentata;
orange: Avicularia juruensis; blue: Argiope trifasciata. (a, b) AFM topography images of fibrillar
structures found on the surface of strained fibers.55 Vertical ranges: (a, b) 0–50 nm. (c, e) AFM
lateral force images of surface features on fiber surface.45 (d, f) AFM amplitude images of surface
features on fiber surface.45 (g, h) Globular structures found on the fracture surface of a fiber.39 (i, j)
Globular features found on the longitudinal surfaces of supercontracted and forcibly silked MA silk
fibers.51 Whole figure reproduced from Ref. 36 with permission. Copyright 2019, The Minerals,
Metals & Materials Society. Refer to this paper for the original permissions.
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Figure 1.5. Evidence for nanofibrils in Bombyx (B.) mori silk. Image above (a): B. mori silkworm.
(a–c) Nanofibrils observed on the degummed fiber surface.32,56,59 Scale bars: (a) 100 nm, (b) 75
nm. (d) AFM topography of the fibrillar structure on the peeled surface.46 (e, f) SEM images of
fibrillar structure on the peeled surface.47 (g–i) AFM topography of nanofibrils on the microtomed
fiber surface.39,51 (j) SEM image of the polished fiber fixed in resin, showing linear nanofibrils.60 (k)
SEM image of liquid-exfoliated nanofibrils deposited on the substrate.58 (l) SEM image of the
NaOH/urea-dissolved silk fiber featuring » 30-nm-diameter nanofibrils.57 (m) AFM topography of
exfoliated silk nanoribbons (width: 25 nm, thickness: 0.4 nm).57 Whole figure adapted from Ref. 36
with permission. Copyright 2019, The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society. Refer to this paper for
the original permissions.
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Figure 1.6. Evidence of nanofibrils in the silks of several silkworm species. Panel frames in different
colors indicate the species. Green: Antheraea (A.) pernyi; blue: A. yamamai; orange: Attacus atlas.
(a, c) Surface of peeled fibers featuring fibrillar structures.47 (b) SEM image of the polished fiber
fixed in resin, showing linear nanofibrils.60 (d, e) SEM images of fractured silk fibers, showing
numerous nanofibrils.61 (f) Fractured region of an Attacus atlas silk fiber.39 Microfibrils with
diameters of 1 µm rather than nanofibrils were identified. Inset scale bar: 7 µm. Whole figure
adapted from Ref. 36 with permission. Copyright 2019, The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society.
Refer to this paper for the original permissions.

As an expected result, the volumetric fraction, spatial organization, and mechanical
properties of nanofibrils has not been determined in any spider MA silk.36 Since
the morphology and structure of nanofibrils remain largely ambiguous, the
nanofibril diameter and length could not be accurately determined, with reported
values falling in the range of 3–1000 nm and 100–2000 nm, respectively (Table
1.1).36 Given the significant structural role of silk nanofibrils being proposed
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consistently, properly answering these issues (Figure 1.7) will allow us to gain a
much accurate understanding of the silk structure.

Species

Width [nm]

Lengt
h [nm]

6

100

160

230

AFM

113 ± 21

98 ±
13

Peeled surface

OM

100–150
(implied)

—

Microtomed,
freeze fractured,
8M urea

Confocal

100–150

—

100–300

—

Methods
SAXS

Nephila (N.)
clavipes

Spiders

200

—

N. pilipes

SEM,
AFM

40–80

—

N. clavata

SEM

100

N. edulis

WANS/
SANS
TEM

Argiope
bruennichi

Global

Natural

Semithin section
slides
Cryomicrotomed
slides

Ref
63
46

33
37
52

Microtomed slides

43

Surface

Natural

31

—

Internal

Abraded and ionetched draglines

48

—

>170

Global

Natural

53

3

—

Unknown

Dispersed at 4 °C

54

OM

—

—

Internal

8M urea

38

AFM

60 ± 30

—

Surface

NanoSAXS

100

100

6.3

Skin

55
Natural
42

Core

SEM

Globules » 100

Fractured

39

Argiope
trifasciata

AFM

Globules:
10±2 (supercontracted)
13±4 (forcibly silked)

Stained, resin
fixed,
ultramicrotomed

51

Loxosceles
laeta

AFM,
SEM

Surface,
internal

Natural, AFM cut,
FIB cut, HFIP
dissolved

34

Nephilengys
cruentata
Avicularia

AFM

Surface

Natural

45

Global

Degummed,
peeled

46

Fractured, resin
fixed, microtomed

39

Resin fixed,
microtomed

51

NaOH and Urea
dissolved

57

juruensis

SAXS

20

>1000

≈20*

—

—

—

219

170
119 ±
16
1000–
2000

168 ± 21
Silkworms

Sample
Treatment

Internal

AFM

N.
madagascarien
Latrodectus
sis
hesperus

Location

Bombyx (B.)
mori

AFM

AFM,
SEM,
TEM

100
90 ± 30

600 ±
200

30 (fibril)
25 (ribbon)

—

11

Internal

Internal

Internal,
dissolved

20

—

30

—

SEM,
TEM

20 ± 5

SEM
SEM

AFM

B. mori, A.
pernyi
B. mori,
Antheraea (A.)
pernyi, A.
yamamai
A. yamamai
Attacus atlas

32

Surface

Degummed

300–
500

Unknown

HFIP dissolved

58

––

––

Surface

—

Degummed
Resin fixed,
polished

59

—

AFM,
SEM

90–170

—

AFM

5

—

—

—

1000

—

SEM

Internal

Degummed,
peeled

Unknown

Dissolved

Internal

Fractured

56

60
47

61
39

Table 1.1. Summary of observed evidence of nanofibrils in different types of natural spider and
silkworm silks. * Estimated by the authors of this paper from the published data. Whole table
adapted from Ref. 36 with permission. Copyright 2019, The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society.

Figure 1.7. Graphical summary representing some of the major unknowns about nanofibrils in silk
fibers. Whole figure reproduced from Ref. 36 with permission. Copyright 2019, The Minerals, Metals
& Materials Society.

1.c. The protein structure of spider MA silk
Besides the hierarchical structure of spider MA silk, the way protein molecules are
organized within the fiber is equally crucial in achieving its mechanical properties.
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From this point of view, another hierarchy rises: various amino acids covalently link
together to form the proteins’ primary structure, then this chain of residues further
assembles into different secondary structures and higher levels of organizations,
mostly through non-covalent interactions.64–66
For the spidroin primary structure, around 20–30% residues are alanine (Ala), 40%
glycine (Gly), and the rest are shared among tyrosine (Tyr), serine (Ser), proline
(Pro), and others.5,67,68 While a recent study detected the presence of up to eight
different MA silk proteins (spidroins),62 these amino acids are mostly allocated in
two major spidroins with very similar primary structures,69 MaSp I and MaSp
II.26,65,66,70–74 These spidroins are large biomacromolecules, with a length around
3,500 amino acids,73 or a molecular weight of 250–350 kDa.27,72,75,76 The content
of MaSp I and II vary in the MA silks of different species, with a ratio of 0.81:0.19
for N. clavipes silk and a ratio of 0.41:0.59 for Argiope aurantia silk.71 The middle
part of the spidroin contains around 100 repetitive blocks, in which a glycine-rich
unit and a polyalanine ((Ala)n, n = 6–14) segment are tandemly connected.26,64,73,77
The N-terminus and C-terminus flank the middle repetitive part on the sides, both
have a length around 100–150 amino acids.78–80 These evolutionarily conserved
termini are considered to be crucial in the conversion of liquid silk dope into the
solid fiber.73,81
Once the primary structure folds, various protein secondary structures are formed
and further lead to the semi-crystalline makeup of spider silk: b-sheet crystals only
a few nanometers in size31,56,82 are embedded in an amorphous matrix composed
of helices, b-turns, and random coils.2,5,6,32,83,84 However, the determination of the
13

secondary structures proved to be the most challenging aspect in understanding
the structure of spider silk. Since the b-sheet nanocrystals are much smaller31,42,82
than single nanofibrils, featuring diameters of »20 nm,34 they have not been
resolved by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM).85 In transmission electron microscopy (TEM), where higher resolutions are
available, b-sheets do not appear to have enough contrast.33 Scattering
techniques like X-ray, neutron, and electron scattering have been used to study
the crystal structures within the silk fibers and to establish estimates of b-crystal
sizes,42,46,63,86 but limited information about the amorphous region can be obtained.
Therefore, researchers resort to vibrational techniques and NMR spectroscopy for
this task. Techniques like Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and
Raman spectroscopy detect peak shifts of molecular vibration modes, due to
changes to the local environment, thus depending on the protein secondary
structure.87,88 Usually, instead of being individually distinguishable, these peaks
are close enough to form wider bands, some of which are amide bands.88,89
Therefore, decomposing amide bands with a set of sub-peaks and further
assigning each sub-peak to their corresponding secondary structures can be used
to determine the protein makeup.87,88 Figure 1.8 illustrates the vibration modes that
are associated with amide I–III bands. Furthermore, oriented proteins will exhibit a
polarization dependence (dichroism),87–90 which can thus be exploited to detect an
orientation preference of the constituting oscillators.
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Figure 1.8. Vibrational modes assoicated with amide bands in IR and Raman spectroscopy. Amide
I is mainly caused by the C=O stretching vibration. Amide II is the out-of-phase combination of the
NH in plane bend and the CN stretching vibration. Amide III raises from the in-phase combination
of the NH bending and the CN stretching vibration, with small contributions from the CC stretching
vibration and CO in plane bending.87,88

Another powerful tool, NMR takes advantage of the natural abundance of certain
atoms and different labeling methods to obtain atomic-level information about silk
proteins, which can be used to study secondary and tertiary structures. A
significant amount of experimental evidence has been provided by NMR studies
for spider silks, and Table 1.2 provides a summary of various amino acid
residues/motifs and their corresponding secondary structures.
Previous works showed the b-sheet content is mainly formed by poly-alanine
((Ala)n) and part of glycine residues (mainly through the flanking GA motifs
adjacent to (Ala)n) in the spider silk.35,66,71,73,77,83,94,97,99,100,103,104,106 The volumetric
percentages of the crystalline content in Nephila and B. mori silks are determined
to be 10–30% and 40–55%, respectively.12,31,82,83,100,101,107–109 A relatively lower
crystalline percentage in spider silks is believed to cause their better mechanical
performance and strain-hardening behavior, compared to B. mori silk.32,82,83,110 On
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the other hand, a structure consensus of the less-ordered amorphous matrix is yet
to be reached. This phase is believed to contain mainly glycine-rich regions,83,97
and gives rise to the silk’s high extensibility.5,32,83,84 Different order levels for this
phase have been proposed, from low,94,107 medium83,111,112 to high.95,101,104,113 Two
major components, 31-helix ((Gly)n-II, or 31-(Gly)n) and b-turn, are widely discussed,
formed by GGX,100,101,103,104 and GPGXX motifs,83,92,101,102,104 respectively.
However, though many studies have investigated silk protein structures in the
context of the whole fiber, the link between different secondary structures and
nanofibrils is still largely unknown. Since previous works mostly investigated
cylindrical spider MA silks, their complex core-shell structure and fiber coatings
make it challenging to distill the experimental data directly associated with pristine
nanofibrils. Therefore, a detailed structural analysis of silk nanofibrils is urgently
needed.
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Species

Silk type

Residue/
Sequence

Structure

Technique

Ref.

Nephila (N.)
clavipes

MA

An
G
Q

b-sheet

NMR

91

N. clavipes,
Araneus
diadematus

MA

An, (GA)n,

b-sheet

Flag.

GPGGX

–

92

MA

GPGGX, GPGQQ

Flag.

GGX

MA
MA
MA
MI
MA
MA

An
Glycine-rich
segment
An, (GA)n
GGA
An, (GA)n
A (82%), G (28%)
A (18%), G (72%)

MA

GGX

MA

An, GGX
Glycine-rich
segments

N. clavipes

N. edulis

N.
madagascar
-iensis
Argiope
aurantia
Latrodectus
hesperus
Peucetia
viridans
N. clavipes,
Araneus
gemmoides,
Argiope
argentata,
Argiope
aurantia,
Latrodectus
hesperus

MA

MA

Type II b-turn,
b-spiral
Type II b-turn,
b-spiral
310-helix
(citing Ref.93)
b-sheet

NMR

amorphous

NMR

b-sheet
31-helix
b-sheet
b-sheet
helical
b-turn, 310helix, coil
structures
b-sheet

NMR
NMR
NMR
NMR
NMR

31-helix

b-sheet and

MA

An

MA

An

MA

Glycine-rich
segment

MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA

GPGXX
GPGXX
An, (GA)n, GAS
GGX
QQAY
GPS
An (main), G, S
An (main), G, S

31-helix
b-sheet
31-helix. bsheets and ahelices can
be excluded
Type II b-turn
Type II b-turn
b-sheet
31-helix
a-helix
b-turn
b-sheet
Helical

MA

(A)n, (GA)n

b-sheet

NMR, MD

94
95
96
97
98

NMR
NMR
NMR

99
100

NMR
NMR
NMR
NMR
NMR
NMR
NMR
NMR
NMR
NMR

93

101
102
103

104

NMR
105

MA

GGX

31-helix

NMR

Table 1.2. Summary of amino acid residues/motifs and their corresponding secondary structures
in spider silks.
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1.d. The natural spinning process of spider MA silk
To achieve the excellent mechanical properties of spider MA silk, a wellorchestrated spinning process leading to the proper silk structure is crucial. Within
the spider’s major ampullate gland, the spidroins go through several stages (Figure
1.9) to form the final fiber.

Figure 1.9. Scheme of the natural spinning process. Figure adapted from Ref. 2 with permission.
Copyright 2011 Elsevier Ltd.

The commonly accepted model describes the spinning process as follows: the
spidroin molecules are secreted by specialized cells in the initial part, or tail, of the
major ampullate gland.2,5,26 These molecules are then stored in the gland sac, or
ampulla, in micelle-like structures to prevent pre-mature protein aggregation.2,80,114
The mostly hydrophobic repetitive part of the spidroin is kept inside of the micelles,
and the hydrophilic N- and C- termini are distributed on the surfaces, with the Cterminal domains dimerized to bind pairs of spidroin molecules.80,115 In this stage,
spidroin molecules have liquid crystalline properties5 and are in high
concentrations up to 50% (w/v).2,5,116 Unlike the final silk fiber, this silk dope has a
different protein makeup, which contains up to about 30% a-helices, 30% b-turns,
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and

40%

random

coils

existing

in

a

loose

and

partially

extended

configuration.2,5,116,117
Once the silk dope enters the tapered gland duct, spidroin micelles deform under
the presence of increased shear and elongational forces.2,26 This deformation
leads to structural changes in the spidroin terminal regions and exposes the
hydrophobic repetitive part, which further causes the formation of bsheets.2,5,26,80,114,118 Sodium and chloride ions are exchanged from the dope with
potassium and phosphate ions.79,119 Along with the pH drop, these conditions
promote the N-terminal domains to dimerize, acting as additional cross-links
between spidroins.5,78,80 The exposure of hydrophobic regions and the structural
changes of terminal regions induce a phase separation between spidroins and the
water content.2,26,120 Finally, the silk fiber reaches a valve-like structure called taper.
Spiders use such a structure to clamp, break, and restart the silk fiber under
different situations.2,5 After the silk fiber leaves the spinnerets, evaporation further
removes the rest of water content.2
Unfortunately, this current model fails to provide a clear explanation linking the
spinning process with silk nanofibrils. Though a recent paper120 proposed that
spidroin micelles are essentially the precursors for the nanofibrils based on cryoTEM tomography results, the exact pathway of the nanofibril formation is still
unknown. Nevertheless, previous works121,122 examining the self-assembly
behavior of the native silkworm (B. mori) silk dope provided important insights:
Inspired by the important role played by shearing and elongational forces in the
natural spinning process, the researchers spin-coated the fibroin solution at a high
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speed and found the formation of long, straight nanofibrils with a similar
morphology observed in natural silk fibers. A similar examination on the native
spider spidroin can yield critical information about the nanofibril formation.
1.e. Thesis overview
Given our limited understanding of the structural organization, protein makeup, and
formation pathway of spider silk nanofibrils, more direct and systematic
experimental evidence is necessary. For the first two aspects, we resort to the MA
silk produced by the recluse (Loxosceles genus) spider (Figure 1.10a). Unlike most
cylindrical spider MA silks, recluse silk is extruded through a flattened nozzle
(Figure 1.10b, c) and thus has a unique thin ribbon-like morphology (Figure
1.10d).9,34,123,124 A typical width of 6–8 µm and a thickness of 45–65 nm give the
recluse silk ribbon a high aspect ratio of 100: 1. Due to its extreme thinness, only
several layers of protein molecules can be accommodated, which implies a much
simpler silk structure compared to the regular cylindrical MA silks.9 Since
nanofibrils have been observed in the recluse silk (Figure 1.10e),9,34,124 this system
provides us a unique opportunity to study silk nanofibrils in a more direct fashion.
We implemented an array of experimental techniques to study the nanofibrils in
the recluse ribbon and obtained the first complete structural map of any spider silk.
Nanofibrils in MA silks produced by several other spider species were also
investigated. An extensive understanding of the structural role (Chapter 3) and the
protein structure of pristine nanofibrils (Chapter 4) is successfully established.
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Figure 1.10. Recluse spider and its ribbon-like silk. a) Loxosceles leata spider. b,c) Flattended
Loxosceles spigot from which silk ribbons are extruded (SEM). d) False-colored SEM overview
image of a Loxosceles ribbon placed on carbon tape. e) Tapping-mode AFM topography of the
ribbon surface. Scale bars: b) 5 µm; c) 2 µm; d) 5 µm; e) 100 nm. Figure reproduced from Ref. 34
with permission. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.

To investigate the nanofibril formation, we chose to study the native silk spidroin
(NSS) of N. clavipes, one of the most studied species. Since numerous studies
investigated the Nephila MA silk, its protein primary structure, mechanical
properties, and natural spinning process are well demonstrated. This gives us a
solid knowledge foundation to understand the self-assembly of NSS. Additionally,
the large individual size of Nephila species makes the MA glands more accessible.
In Chapter 5, we closely analyzed the assembled structures of Nephila NSS under
various conditions, which further grants us unprecedented insights into the
formation of spider silk nanofibrils.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.a. Spider specimen maintenance
Adult Chilean recluse (Loxosceles laeta) spider specimens were individually kept
in small cylindrical capsules at ambient conditions (» 22 ºC and 30–50% relative
humidity). Every capsule was lined with a piece of tightly woven cotton strip to help
the spider to climb and deposit silk.
The golden silk orb-weaver spiders (N. clavipes) were captured during the
summers of 2017 and 2018 in the wild in Citrus County, Florida. To ensure these
spiders have enough space to make their webs, they were kept in large cages
made of Plexiglass strips and aluminum meshes. For the other spider species,
including southern black widow spiders (Latrodectus mactans), American grass
spider (Agelenopsis spp.), spotted orb-weaver spider (Neoscona crucifera) and
yellow garden spiders (Argiope aurantia), the specimens were captured in the wild
locally in Williamsburg, Virginia. Various containers were used to store these
spiders. All spider specimens were fed a live cricket every week. Figure 2.1 shows
several individuals for these species.
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Figure 2.1. Adult female specimens of different spider species: Chilean recluse spider (Loxosceles
laeta), golden silk orb-weaver spider (N. clavipes), southern black widow spider (Latrodectus
mactans), and yellow garden spider (Argiope aurantia).

2.b. Preparation of spider silk samples
2.b.i. Direct collection of silk fibers
One important method to obtain natural silk fibers is directly collecting them from
the spider containers. More specifically, the MA silk ribbons produced by recluse
spiders were collected from the cotton strips lined in the capsules. A caliper with
two syringe needles attached to its jaws was used to remove the ribbons and
prevent excessive tension from being applied to the silk. For the other species, the
same device was used to collect silk fibers from the silk webs. The silk fibers or
ribbons would be carefully placed on freshly cleaved mica sheets for morphological
analysis or go through additional treatments for different experiments.
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2.b.ii. Controlled reeling
Another method, which can better preserve the mechanical properties of silk and
provide cleaner samples, is to collect freshly produced silk fibers from a live spider.
To do this, an adult Loxosceles spider was first anesthetized with CO2 gas and
then placed on a piece of Styrofoam with its dorsal side up. Dissection pins or
needles were used to restrict the spider from moving. After several minutes, the
spider would resuscitate and start to spin silk ribbons. Then the ribbons were
reeled with a controlled speed (» 10 mm/s) using a mandrel with equally spaced
collection bars.
2.b.iii. Physical and chemical treatments
To expose the internal structure of silk fibers, various physical and chemical
methods were used to partially break down the fibers. One straight-forward
physical method is to extend the silk fiber to failure using the customized caliper
mentioned in section 2.b.i. Focused ion beam (FIB) milling was also used to cut
the Loxosceles silk. A silk ribbon was placed on a copper substrate and sputtercoated for the SEM imaging. FIB milling was carried out using a Helios 600i (FEI)
instrument using a Ga+ ion beam with 5 kV acceleration voltage and an ion current
of 41 pA. For the cylindrical-shaped silk, the fiber can be effectively flattened
between two silicon wafers using a hydraulic press. AFM can also be used to
accurately modify the silk surface, especially in the case of ribbon-like Loxosceles
silk. The details about AFM-based modification are discussed in section 2.c.ii.
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Different chemicals, including hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP, >99%, MP Biomedicals) and urea solution (6–8 M), were used to chemically modify the silk fiber
structure. Due to the high volatility of HFIP, silk fibers were placed between glass
coverslips after being exposed to HFIP for approximately 30 seconds. One coverslip was subsequently removed to allow the sample to dry. As for the samples
treated by urea solution, after the silk fibers were deposited on a piece of freshly
cleaved mica sheet, a droplet of urea solution was applied to immerse the fibers
completely. After different amounts of time, usually in the range of 10–40 min, the
excessive solution was gently washed away with DI water, and the sample was
then blow-dried with N2 gas.
2.b.iv. Sample for vibrational spectroscopy
For FTIR measurements, silk strands were reeled over a 1 mm diameter aperture
in a rectangular plastic piece at a steady rate of about 10 mm/s. Only 3–5 turns
were reeled on one sample for the single-strand experiment (Figure 2.2a), so that
the spaces between single strands were large enough for only one silk strand to
be sampled by the IR spot. Around 100 turns were reeled approximately parallel
on one aluminum holder for the multi-strand experiment (Figure 2.2b). For the
Raman samples, strands of Loxosceles MA silk collected from the cotton strip were
deposited on a TEM grid (Ted Pella, 90 µm hole width) to prevent any excessive
tension applied to the silk ribbons. The TEM grid also improved the stability of freesuspending silk strands. Locations where the silk ribbon was suspended flatly over
the hole with a fair amount of silk attached to the substrate were chosen to be
examined (Figure 2.2c).
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Figure 2.2. Optical microscopy (OM) images of the Loxosceles silk samples for FTIR and Raman
spectroscopy measurements. (a) Several strands of silk ribbon can be seen in the sample for
single-strand FTIR experiment. (b) Hundreds of silk ribbons are aligned parallel in the multi-strand
FTIR sample. (c) A single silk ribbon suspended over a hole on a TEM grid was chosen to be
measured in the Raman experiment.

2.b.v. Samples for the self-assembly of native spidroin solution
To obtain the native spidroin dope, we first dissected adult female N. clavipes
spiders. The spiders were anesthetized with CO2 gas and then placed in a
dissecting tray lined with a rubber pad. With the spider’s dorsal side up, we secured
its legs with dissection pins (Figure 2.3a). Before the spider revived, we clipped
the pedicel, the structure connects the abdomen to the cephalothorax, with a pair
of micro-scissors. Then the abdomen (Figure 2.3b) was put into 0.5x PBS buffer
(diluted from 20x PBS buffer: NaCl 2.74M, KCl 54 mM, Na2HPO4 200 mM, KH2PO4
36 mM) and cut laterally to expose the silk-producing glands. Two major ampullate
(MA) glands (Figure 2.3c) can be identified and removed from the abdomen. Once
the MA glands were placed into the dissection buffer, the gland itself must be
peeled off carefully to expose the silk dope inside (Figure 2.3d). This procedure is
challenging, and extreme care should be used to separate the gland and the silk
dope successfully. The pristine silk dope was then placed into 1 mL of deionized
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(DI) water or 0.5x PBS buffer to make the stock solution. Using a water bath, we
gently shook the stock solution for overnight for it to homogenize.

Figure 2.3. The dissection of a female N. clavipes spider. (a) The spider is first anesthetized with
CO2 gas and then properly restrained with dissection pins. (b) The spider’s abdomen is seprated
from the cephalothorax. (c) Isolated major ampullate gland. (d) The gland itself is carefully peeled
off to expose the silk dope.

The protein concentration of the stock solution was determined the next day. A
droplet of stock solution was placed on a small piece of aluminum weighing sheet,
weighed, and dried in a vacuum oven. Then the dried solid residue was weighed
again, and the masses before and after can be used to determine the
concentration (~1–5 mg/mL). The stock solution was subsequently diluted to a
series of pre-selected concentrations, usually 10 mg/L, 100 mg/L, and 1000 mg/L.
To prepare the samples for the self-assembly investigation of the native spidroin,
solutions with different concentrations were spin-coated on freshly cleaved mica
sheets using a WS-650SZ Spin Processor (Laurell Technologies Corporation).
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The typical parameters for the spin-coating process are 2,000 RPM speed, 500
RPM/s initial acceleration, 3 min duration. The same solutions were also incubated
to serve as control samples: a droplet of solution was slowly deposited on a piece
of mica sheet to avoid any shear force being applied. Then the solution was
allowed to rest on the mica sheet at ambient temperature and 100% relative
humidity for 5 minutes to promote the deposition of spidroin molecules. Finally, the
sample was dried with a gentle flow of N2 gas.
2.c. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
2.c.i. High-resolution atomic force microscopy
Tapping-mode and contact-mode AFM images were acquired using a Ntegra
Prima AFM (NT-MDT) along with the Universal head and a 100 µm × 100 µm × 10
µm closed-loop piezo scanner. The AFM was operated in air with a controlled
relative humidity of 30–50%. For tapping-mode scans, AFM probes with a
curvature of radius about r = 8 nm, a resonance frequency f = 325 kHz and a
nominal spring constant k = 40 N/m were used (μmasch, model “HQ: NSC15/Al
BS”). For contact-mode scans, we used probes with much softer cantilevers
(Budget Sensors, model: “SiNi”), with r < 15 nm, f = 10 kHz or 30 kHz, and k = 0.06
N/m or 0.27 N/m. Most AFM scans were square-shaped with pixel resolutions of
1024 × 1024. Open-source software Gwyddion (http://www.gwyddion.org) was
used to process raw AFM images.
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2.c.ii. Sample modification
AFM was used to scratch the surface of Loxosceles silk in a controlled and precise
way. Silk ribbons were first placed on glass slides and imaged via tapping-mode
AFM. A tapping mode AFM probe was then landed on the surface of the ribbon in
contact mode, which allowed us to accurately control the force applied on the
cantilever to penetrate the surface of the silk. Using the same set point, the AFM
probe was then directed away from the silk under constant force conditions to
scratch the silk.
2.d. Optical and electron microscopy
2.d.i. Optical microscopy (OM)
High-resolution optical microscopy (OM) images were taken using an Olympus
IX71S inverted optical microscope with objectives of 5x, 20x, 40x, 60x, and 100x
magnifications. Stereo microscopy images were taken using a Nikon SMZ-800
Zoom stereo microscope with a P-ED Plan APO 1X objective.
2.d.ii. Scanning electron microscopy
Most SEM images were acquired using a Hitachi S4700 SEM. The silk fibers were
first deposited on a piece of carbon tape or a small piece of silicon wafer, then the
substrate would be attached to the sample holder stubs. The whole sample was
subsequently sputter coated with AuPd target for 60 seconds to obtain a uniform
coating of 2–3 nm thickness.
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For Figure 1.10d, imaging was carried out at a working distance of 10.7 mm, an
acceleration voltage of 5.0 kV and a magnification of 906×. For Figure 3.5e, the
silk ribbons were first deposited on a silicon substrate and scratched by AFM. The
substrate was then mounted onto an aluminum stub with silver glue and sputter
coated as described above. The working distance for Figure 3.7a was 6.1 mm,
acceleration voltage 5.0 kV and the magnification 25,000×. For Figure 3.9, working
distances between 5.5–8 mm and an acceleration voltage of 1.5 kV were used for
imaging. The Loxosceles sample for FIB-milling was imaged in-situ with the builtin SEM functionality of the same instrument mentioned in section 2.b.iii with a 2 kV
acceleration voltage, 21 pA electron current, 6 µs dwell time, and 4.2 mm working
distance.
2.e. Vibrational spectroscopy
2.e.i. Raman spectroscopy
Raman

spectra

were

collected

using

a

Renishaw

inVia

Raman

Microscope/Spectrometer system. A green laser line (Laser Physics Inc., West
Jordan, UT) with a wavelength of 514 nm was used to excite the sample. All
measurements were done with a Leica 100x objective (numerical aperture (N. A.):
0.90). For the 1150–1750 cm−1 measurements, we used an exposure time of 900
seconds to obtain enough signal. To increase the stability of the sample stage
under the microscope objective, we switched it with a 3-axis micro-manipulator
(Siskiyou Corporation, Grants Pass, OR). In order to obtain the polarized Raman
spectra, a film linear polarizer (Thorlabs) was used as the analyzer and positioned
either parallel or perpendicular to the polarization direction of the incident laser
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beam. The orientation of the sample was changed accordingly for different
polarization configurations. A linear background was subtracted for some of the
spectra when needed.
2.e.ii. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
To carry out the single-strand FTIR measurement, a Bruker 80v FTIR vacuum
spectrometer was coupled to a Spectratech optical microscope with a confocal
Schwarzschild objective of 0.58 N.A. The whole microscope is encased in a
chamber filled with ~10 psi of moisture-free and CO2-free compressed air. Data
were taken with confocal rectangular 0.25 mm x 3 mm apertures. With a 15 times
magnification, this equates to a ~16 µm x 200 µm spot at the focus of the objective.
This aperture size was chosen to maximize the area of the single strand in the field
of view. It was natural to elongate the apertures along the length of the strand while
reducing the width, which further allowed us to get sufficient signal-to-noise ratio
while maintaining single strand precision. The experimental setup was similar for
the multi-strand experiment (» 100 turns of silk) but without the optical microscope
system.
A water-cooled, high-temperature blackbody (globar) was used as the infrared light
source (Figure 4.1). Data was taken between 1000 cm-1–4000 cm-1 with a 4 cm-1
spectral resolution using a KBr beam splitter and a liquid nitrogen-cooled mercurycadmium-telluride (MCT) photoconductor. Moveable sample and detector stages
were designed and implemented for optimized precision transmission measurements.
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2.f. NMR
For NMR experiments, approximately 40 mg of silk from male and female recluse
spiders was packed into a 4 mm zirconia rotor (Bruker). MAS NMR experiments
were performed on a 17.6 T (750 MHz) wide bore (Bruker, Billerica, MA)
spectrometer using a Bruker BL4 HXY 4 mm MAS probe (tuned to 1H-13C-15N).
Spinning was regulated at 12.5 kHz using a Bruker MAS II pneumatic MAS
controller. All experiments were performed with a variable temperature set to 25 °C
with a Bruker BVT-3000 temperature controller. 13C experiments employed either
direct-polarization or ramped cross polarization. All experiments employed
SPINAL-64 1H decoupling during acquisition, with a nutation frequency of ~63 kHz.
Recycle delays were 1.5 and 10 s for cross-polarized and direct-polarization

13

C

spectra, respectively. Spectra were externally referenced to adamantane,
assuming the downfield peak at 38.48 ppm. NMR spectra were processed with 50
Hz apodization and zero filled prior to Fourier transformation.
2.g. X-ray diffraction
Approximately 40 mg of recluse silk was first pressed into a small thin disk (1 cm
diameter, 2 mm thickness). Subsequent X-ray diffraction experiment on the sample
was performed on a Bruker APEX DUO diffractometer equipped with an APEX II
CCD detector and a microfocus copper Ka source (wavelength 𝜆 = 1.54 Å).
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3. Nanofibrils in natural spider silk fibers
3.a. Nanofibrils in recluse spider silk
The extreme thinness of recluse silk makes it possible to completely characterize
this material using AFM. Images in Figure 3.1 feature high-resolution AFM data
acquired on native Loxosceles ribbons showing closely packed linear structures
that are oriented strictly parallel to the fiber direction, and essentially account for
all material on the surface. These AFM images also exhibit dot-like surface
protrusions previously termed “nanopapillae”, which may play an crucial role in the
recluse silk’s adhesion properties.9 The AFM evidence shown here clearly revealed the presence of nanofibrils as individual, distinct elements.
To accurately determine the fibril widths from AFM topography data, we chose
cross-sections to begin and end in the center of a nanofibril, at maximal height,
spanning as many fibrils as possible (typically 3–4 nanofibrils). The measured
distances were then divided by the number of fibrils in each cross-section to obtain
the average center-to-center spacing between two fibrils. Assuming that the fibrils
touch each other, this distance is equivalent to their width and provides an accurate
measurement of their width. Averaging over several fibrils reduces uncertainty, and
measuring the center position of a fibril is independent of the size of the AFM probe
and is thus not affected by tip shape artefacts that typically compromise accurate
AFM size measurements of nanoscale objects. For the silk thread featured in
Figure 3.1a, a total of 50 surface topography cross-sections were examined to
determine the average nanofibril width. Three of the 50 cross-sections are shown
in Figure 3.1a (same AFM image as Figure 1.10e). Their width was determined as
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21.3 ± 3.3 nm (n = 50) via AFM topography sections of close-packed nanofibrils
(Figure 3.1b). Altogether, we measured 5 threads from 4 different Loxosceles
specimens (3 females, 1 male, Figures 3.1c–f). Average nanofibril width from
different individual spiders (Table 3.1), different sexes and different weight all fell
into the range of about 20–24 nm. The measured widths are in excellent
agreement with previously reported dimensions for surface nanofibrils on fibers
from silkworm,32,56 spider55 and synthetic silks.114 In terms of surface structure and
texture, Loxosceles silk is thus indeed similar to all other silks. Our goal was to
determine whether the thin Loxosceles ribbons are entirely made out of nanofibrils
or if there is another structural component located between the surfaces.
Our tests to find an additional structural component below the surface of the
ribbons employed several methods. First, we stretched a silk ribbon to failure and
imaged the fracture surface via AFM (Figure 3.2a). The brighter region on the right
side of Figure 3.2a represents a region where one part of the ribbon was tucked
under during sample preparation, thus doubling the apparent thickness. Ten
topography section profiles were chosen across the fracture edge (positions
indicated by colored, dashed lines in Figure 3.3a) and used to calculate the
thickness of the tested ribbon. The corresponding cross-sections are shown in
matching colors in Figure 3.3b. The average thickness of this individual ribbon was
57.5 ± 4.5 nm (n = 10). Interestingly, in at least five areas in Figure 3.2a, indicated
by yellow arrows, the topography at the fractured ribbon edge does not decrease
abruptly, but in a stepped fashion, hinting at a layered ribbon make-up. Five section
profiles were chosen in the AFM image featured in Figure 3.3c to characterize the
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step heights across the fracture edge. Dashed lines with different colors represent
the locations of five cross-sections with corresponding colors in Figure 3.3d.

Figure 3.1. a) AFM topography image of the Loxosceles ribbon silk surface, featuring three of the
examined topography cross-sections of nanofibrils. b) Cross-sections of these three nanofibrils,
whose locations are indicated in panel (a) with corresponding colors. (c–f) Additional AFM
topography images of the surface of different silk strands produced by specimens A (c), B (d), C
(e) and D (f). Similar nanofibril widths were observed for all samples. Scale bars: c), d) 300nm, e),
f) 200nm. Color bar: c) 0–19 nm, d) 0–20 nm, e) 0–15 nm, f) 0–20 nm. Figure adapted from Ref.
34 with permission. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.
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Individual

Sex

A (thread 1)
A (thread 2)
B
C
D

F
F
F
F
M

Spider Weight
(mg)
387
387
205
181
121

No. of Locations
Measured
50
10
9
9
10

Average Width
(nm)
21.3 ± 3.3
23.8 ± 3.3
23.1 ± 2.2
20.9 ± 1.8
20.2 ± 1.9

Table 3.1. Average nanofibril width from 4 different specimens. Thread 1 from specimen A was
used in the Figures 10.1e and 3.1a.

Figure 3.2. (a) 3D-rendered AFM topography of a ruptured silk ribbon, folded underneath itself in
the right part of the image. Inset: Ruptured ribbon featuring a stepped edge. Other locations
showing such steps are indicated by yellow arrows. (b) AFM phase image showing part of a surface
defect. Inset: Topography image of the examined surface defect (blue arrow). Light blue dotted
box: location of panel (b). Scale bars: (a) 1 μm, inset: 100 nm; (b) 200 nm, inset: 500 nm. Color
bar: (a) and its inset: 0−200 nm; (b) +15° to −55°, inset: 40−70 nm (0 nm representing the average
height of the substrate). Figure reproduced from Ref. 34 with permission. Copyright 2018, American
Chemical Society.
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Figure 3.3. (a–b) Ten cross-sections chosen to characterize the ribbon thickness. a) Dashed lines
with different colors represent the profile locations. b) Cross-sections taken from locations indicated
in panel (a) in corresponding colors. (c–d) Five cross-sections chosen to characterize the step
heights. c) Dashed lines with different colors represent the profile locations. d) Cross-section
profiles of the steps observed in the fracture edge of Loxosceles ribbon. Figure adapted from Ref.
34 with permission. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.

The presence of distinct layers was further supported by the structure of surface
defects we observed in a small number of silk ribbons. Figure 3.2b features an
AFM phase image of the lower part of an oval-shaped opening exposing nanofibrils
in the layer underneath (inset: topography image showing the entire defect). The
topmost layer of fibrils was seemingly torn open and moved laterally (Figure 3.4a).
We used this defect to estimate the thickness of the topmost layer of nanofibrils;
four topography cross-sections featured in Figure 3.4c (left) were chosen. We also
used a single layer of nanofibrils after partial silk ribbon dissolution using HFIP
(Figure 3.4b) to assess fibril thickness; several locations were investigated (Figure
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3.4c, right). We found the height analysis based on these topography crosssections quite challenging due to large local height variations; we assessed the
thickness of a single nanofibril layer to be 6.9 ± 2.3 nm. Consequently, this silk
ribbon is » 6–11 times as thick as a single nanofibril layer.

Figure 3.4. a) AFM topography image featuring a surface defect in the ribbon (tapping mode). The
same figure was shown as Figure 3.2b inset. b) AFM topography image of a single layer of
nanofibrils following the partial dissolution of ribbon silk. c) Cross-sections chosen to estimate the
thickness of the nanofibrillar layer. Positions in the images are shown by dashed lines in
corresponding colors in a) and b). Scale bars: a, b) 500 nm. Color bar: a) 40–70 nm; b) 0–17 nm.
Figure reproduced from Ref. 34 with permission. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.

To visualize the interior ribbon structure below the surfaces shown in the Figures
3.1–3.4, an AFM probe was used to systematically remove a portion of silk on the
ribbon surface, an approach recently used for AFM-based 3D tomography.125 We
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scratched the silk ribbon with enough force to penetrate the surface, albeit with
less force than would be required to penetrate the fiber all the way to the substrate
(Figure 3.5). AFM topography and optical microscopy images of the resulting long,
narrow trench, with an orientation perpendicular to the fiber axis are shown in
Figures 3.5a/b. The close-up AFM magnitude image shown in Figure 3.5c revealed
parallel nanofibrils underneath the surface, with dimensions and orientation similar
to the superficial nanofibrils.

Figure 3.5. (a) 3D-rendered AFM topography with superimposed, schematic representation of AFM
probe. Because of probe asymmetry (kite-shaped cross-section indicated as overlay), debris was
mainly deposited on one side of the trench. (b) Optical microscope image of ribbon after scratching,
with yellow arrows indicating the trenches. (c) AFM Magnitude image of the area in the green dotted
box in panel (a), showing nanofibrils inside the trench. These nanofibrils are oriented at an angle
because of “AFM scratching”. (d) Cross-sectional profiles taken from locations indicated in panel
(c) in corresponding colors. (e) SEM image of one trench taken immediately after scratching. Ends
of nanofibrils can be identified pointing away from the surface. Scale bars: (b) 10 μm; (c) 200 nm;
(e) 1 μm. Figure reproduced from Ref. 34 with permission. Copyright 2018, American Chemical
Society.
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We used ten cross-sections chosen (Figure 3.6) from the AFM magnitude image
of the scratched region to characterize the average nanofibril width within the
trench. Same center-to-center nanofibril width measurement technique was also
employed. Colored lines in Figures 3.6a/b represent the locations of the profiles
shown in Figure 3.6c and 3.6d in corresponding colors. The nanofibrils in the
trench were 17.6 ± 1.5 nm (n = 10) wide, slightly less than superficial fibrils, which
could be due to sample distortions incurred upon scratching. As Figures 3.5a/c
and 3.6a/b show, the debris produced via AFM scratching was predominantly
located on one side of the trench. The AFM probes we used feature pyramidal tips,
where the base of the pyramid is a kite, thus asymmetric (Figure 3.5a). The
observed location of the debris was in agreement with what one would have
expected based on this geometry, the orientation of the probe, and the scratching
direction relative to the sample.
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Figure 3.6. Ten cross-sections chosen to characterize the nanofibril width within the scratched
trench. a, b) Solid lines with different colors represent the profiles locations. c, d) Cross-sections of
the nanofibril widths observed within the trench. The measured average nanofibril width was 17.6
± 1.5 nm (n = 10). Figure reproduced from Ref. 34 with permission. Copyright 2018, American
Chemical Society.

To evaluate the depth of the scratched trench, two topography sections were
prepared (see Figure 3.5d), one in the trench (green) and one on the pristine fiber
(blue), with positions indicated in matching colors in Figure 3.5c. Apparently, the
thickness of the material remaining in the trench after scratching is a little less than
20 nm on average, approximately half of the original thickness of this particular
ribbon, » 45 nm. Finally, we also scanned the site by SEM immediately after
scratching (Figure 3.5e) to capture loose items that would not have appeared in
an AFM image; indeed, Figure 3.5e shows nanofibril ends pointing away from the
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surface. Thus, the AFM and SEM evidence presented in Figure 3.5 proves that the
Loxosceles MA silk fibers entirely consist of nanofibrils. The cross-sectional
dimensions of a nanofibril are » 20 nm×7 nm, which means that a typical ribbon
(width 7 µm, thickness 50 nm) is made of » 2,500 nanofibrils. As a matter of fact,
our work is the first demonstration that a silk fiber from any non-cribellate spider
species entirely consists of sub-100 nm diameter fibrils — cribellate spiders spin a
quite different type of silk, a loose 3-dimensional network of individual fibrils much
thinner than 1 µm. As shown in the following, this has a profound impact on the
understanding of the structure of silks and on the properties of silk nanofibrils —
which have widely been postulated but never detected or characterized definitively.
An important observation we made is that the ribbons exhibit a pronounced
tendency to separate along the boundaries of nanofibrils (see white arrows in
Figures 3.2a, 3.5e), suggesting that the bonding between nanofibrils is relatively
weak. The fibrils’ tendency to disjoin became even more evident when we used a
focused ion beam (FIB) to cut a silk ribbon, as shown in the post-cut in-situ SEM
image (Figure 3.7a, false-colored). Interestingly, the fracture area has an
appearance akin to a ruptured piece of textile, with individual nanofibrils pointing
in different directions away from the cutting site. Hence, our AFM and SEM
evidence from ruptured, AFM-cut, and FIB-cut silk ribbons shows that the binding
strength between the fibrils is small compared to the axial strength of the proteins
nanofibrils.
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Figure 3.7. (a) In situ SEM image taken after cutting a ribbon (false-colored) using a focused ion
beam (FIB) featuring numerous individual nanofibrils pointing away from the fracture site. (b)
Stress−strain curve of a Loxosceles MA silk strand. The values of strength, extensibility, and
toughness are comparable to a typical dragline silk. Right vertical axis: average force applied per
individual nanofibril. (c, d) Exposed nanofibrils of a Loxosceles ribbon following partial dissolution
(AFM topography). The fibril indicated by the white dashed line has a length of 1.38 μm. A
topography cross-section and its location on the isolated nanofibril are shown with scales in cyan
color. (e) Scheme of structural organization of a Loxosceles silk ribbon. This is the first time that
this level of structural organization has been determined for any silk. Scale bars: (a) 1 μm; (c) 1
μm; (d) 200 nm. Color bar: (c) 0−60 nm, (d) 0−30 nm. Figure reproduced from Ref. 34 with
permission. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.
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Having established that the binding strength between the fibrils is weak, the length
of the nanofibrils becomes critical for the fiber’s mechanical performance. Short
nanofibrils would likely cause premature failure, because they would slip before
reaching their tensile strength, causing breakdown of the adhesive interface
between nanofibrils. In this scenario, the fracture surfaces would show numerous
pulled out nanofibrils, akin to what has been shown for the fracture surfaces of silk
fibers of Antheraea yamamai.61 However, none of our SEM or AFM data shows
evidence for this type of failure. To the contrary, the AFM image of a ruptured
ribbon featured in Figure 3.2a shows a fracture surface following an almost
straight, » 3 µm long line between points A and B — without any sign of pulled out
nanofibrils. Thus, the nanofibrils are long enough that shear strength at the fibril–
fibril interface was not the limiting factor, but rather the tensile strength of the
nanofibrils themselves. In this scenario, the ribbon’s mechanical performance is
essentially the sum of the performance of the individual nanofibrils, and thus, the
ribbon represents the mechanical properties of the average nanofibril.9,126 A typical
stress–strain curve of a Loxosceles ribbon is shown in Figure 3.7b featuring a
strength of 0.90 GPa, an extensibility of 31% and a toughness >150 MJ/m3 —
typical values for a good spider dragline silk.8 The measured strength corresponds
to a ribbon breaking force of 300 µN, meaning that each of the » 2,500 nanofibrils
was loaded with » 120 nN at break. Based on the same scaling, we normalized the
stress — strain behavior to an individual nanofibril (2nd vertical axis on the righthand side of Figure 3.7b).
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For an experimental assessment of the nanofibril length we first used HFIP to
partially dissolve Loxosceles ribbons. Subsequently taken AFM images (Figures
3.7c/d) show how this procedure loosened the fibrillar arrangement. Most notably,
these measurements revealed isolated nanofibrils from a native spider silk fiber for
the first time, such as the nanofibril highlighted by white dashed lines in Figure
3.7d. This fibril was measured to be 1.38 µm long (see Figure 3.8b for another,
1.17 µm long fibril). Thus, we found the fibrils to be at least 10 times longer than
previously suggested.42 Since HFIP may have contributed to breaking up and
dissolving the fibrils, we expect them to be much longer in a native fiber. Indeed,
our AFM images clearly resolve individual nanofibrils, and having reviewed dozens
of high-resolution AFM images of Loxosceles ribbons we have not observed a
single case of a fibril ending. This suggests the possibility that these nanofibrils
extend through the entire ribbon. These observations are in line with our analysis
of fracture surfaces, from which we concluded that the nanofibrils are long enough
to prevent significant slippage.
Having isolated individual nanofibrils also allowed us to carry out an independent
measurement of their cross-sectional dimensions. The average fibril width was
38.5 ± 6.2 nm (measured at the base of AFM cross-sections); the average fibril
height was 8.2 ± 2.4 nm (n = 7). These findings are in excellent agreement with
our previous and more accurate dimensional analysis yielding 20 nm×7 nm, once
the broadening due to the size of the probe (r » 8 nm) is taken into account. A
sample cross-section is displayed as inset in Figure 3.7c, and all cross-sections
are shown in Figure 3.8d.
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Figure 3.8. Measurement of individual nanofibril length after partial HFIP dissolution. a) AFM
topography image of partially dissolved Loxosceles ribbon silk. Several individual nanofibrils can
be seen. b) Higher magnification image features one of the individual nanofibrils. c) The nanofibril
already featured in Figure 3.7d d) Cross-sectional profiles measured on individual nanofibrils in
Figures 3.8b/c, with locations indicated by short lines in matching colors. Scale bars: a) 1 µm; b, c)
300 nm. Color bar: a) 0–65 nm; b) 0–27 nm; c) 0–30 nm. Figure reproduced from Ref. 34 with
permission. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.

Therefore, we have shown that Loxosceles MA silk fibers are entirely composed
of »2,500 close-packed, loosely bonded nanofibrils that are highly oriented, parallel
to the fiber direction, with cross-sectional dimensions of 7 nm×20 nm and lengths
>1 µm. We detected isolated nanofibrils from a natural spider silk fiber for the first
time, and determined their breaking strength to be »120 nN. Based on these
observations on Loxosceles silk, we developed the most detailed structural model
for any silk directly supported by experimental evidence, as shown in Figure 3.7e:
1) nanofibrils are the sole structural component, giving the silk fiber its strength; 2)
the nanofibrils are loosely bound and aligned parallel to the fiber direction; 3) these
nanofibrils are arranged in a “pseudo-layered” structure. Since the ribbons exhibit
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the outstanding mechanical properties typical of a good spider silk, we can draw
several additional important conclusions from our model: the outstanding
mechanical properties of Loxosceles ribbons are already implemented at the level
of an individual nanofibril, challenging models employed for other spider silks.
Some had suggested that the skin–core organization of silk fibers was needed to
attain the mechanical properties typical of spider silk.33,42 Others had considered
silk fibers as semi-crystalline polymer bodies with a three-dimensional distribution
of crystalline regions in an amorphous matrix.45,53,94 The Loxosceles ribbons
exhibit outstanding properties based on a much simpler structural organization,
entirely based on nanofibrils. The only remaining task toward a complete
understanding of the hierarchical organization of this material virtually across all
length scales will be to determine the organization of the silk protein within a
nanofibril, identifying crystalline and amorphous regions, etc. In Chapter 4, we will
further discuss our results from this aspect.
3.b. Nanofibrils in several natural spider MA silks
After we proved nanofibrils are the sole structural elements in recluse silk, a natural
hypothesize is nanofibrils are the universal structural element in all spider MA silks.
Indeed, nanofibrils have been observed in both natural spider and silkworm silks
(Figure 1.3–1.6). However, as we discussed in Chapter 1, the available
experimental evidence was ambiguous, and many critical questions surrounding
nanofibrils remain unanswered. In addition, only the silks from several types of
spiders were studied. For these reasons, we systematically examined the MA silk
fibers of multiple spider species, and Figure 3.9 provides some representative
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results. We first examined the internal structure of the dragline silk of the Southern
black widow spider (Latrodectus mactans). This silk has outstanding mechanical
properties8 and is a commonly studied type of cylindrical silk and an important
model system for a good dragline silk. To expose and access its interior structure
we first strained fibers to failure and then imaged the fracture surfaces using SEM.
As shown in Figure 3.9a and its inset, we observed parallel nanofibrils; we
estimated their diameter to be on the order of 50 nm. Interestingly, the surface of
these fibers does not exhibit a fibrillar morphology, which suggests that these fibers
feature a functional surface coating akin to other species.33

Figure 3.9. (a–b) SEM and (c) AFM images of the nanofibrils in the southern black widow spider
(Latrodectus mactans) MA silk. Scale bar for inset: 400 nm. Color bar for (c): 0–40 nm. (d–f) SEM
images of the nanofibrils in the mechanically ruptured American grass spider (Agelenopsis spp.)
silk. (g–i) SEM images of the nanofibrils in the urea treated spotted orb-weaver spider silk
(Neoscona crucifera).
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In an alternate approach to reveal the interior structure of this silk we used HFIP
to partially dissolve fibers and subsequently imaged them using SEM and AFM, as
shown in Figures 3.9b and 3.9c, respectively. The SEM image (Figure 3.9b) shows
that a nanofibrillar structure was also present on the HFIP treated surface.
Interestingly, the fibrils showed a slightly lesser degree of alignment in these
samples compared to both untreated Loxosceles silk (Figure 3.1) and untreated
Latrodectus silk (Figure 3.9a), which suggests that the HFIP treatment loosened
the fibril packing. According to our analysis the nanofibrils studied by SEM featured
diameters in the range 40–70 nm.
The contact-mode AFM image acquired on an HFIP treated Latrodectus fiber
shown in Figure 3.9c also featured a nanofibrillar morphology, in agreement with
the SEM data. The nanofibrils of this particular sample exhibited even less spatial
order, which most likely indicates a further progressed dissolution. Since the fibrils
were not strictly parallel, it was difficult to use the same peak-to-peak routine we
used for the Loxosceles silk to characterize the nanofibril diameters. According to
our best estimate based on testing multiple locations, the nanofibril diameters
measured by AFM were in the range 40–80 nm, in excellent agreement with our
SEM evidence taken on comparable samples. Therefore, our results are the first
demonstration that the interior of an important dragline silk is composed of
nanofibrils with a diameter of significantly less than 100 nm. And while our
estimates for Latrodectus fibril diameters are larger than the 20 nm we found for
Loxosceles silk, we note that our measurements on Latrodectus silk were taken
on HFIP treated samples. Since our evidence suggested that the HFIP treatment
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significantly loosened the fibrillar packing, it is likely to have also increased the
interfibrillar spacing we measured. Hence, the actual diameters of Latrodectus silk
are likely closer to what we found for Loxosceles nanofibrils.
We additionally examined the mechanically fractured American grass spider
(Agelenopsis spp.) silk (Figs. 3.9d–f) and urea etched spotted orb-weaver
(Neoscona crucifera) silk (Figs. 3.9g–i). These microscopic images again reveal
definitive nanofibrillar structures, which usually feature diameters less than 50 nm.
Therefore, all of our results suggest a clear pattern: (i) 20 nm diameter fibrils have
been observed on the surface of the silk of several unrelated species.32,55,127
(ii) Our observations show that Loxosceles ribbons entirely consist of 20 nm
diameter fibrils, yet feature the mechanical properties typical of a spider dragline
silk. (iii) Our high-resolution micrographs revealed the internal nanofibrillar
structure of Latrodectus, Agelenopsis, Neoscona silks. (iv) Exfoliation of silkworm
silk has recently revealed ≈ 20 nm diameter fibrils.58 (v) Using shear-induced selfassembly of native silkworm protein, our lab have recently demonstrated121,122 in
vitro formation of 20 nm diameter nanofibrils with very similar appearance to the
fibrils shown in the other works (i–iv). Based on the striking similarity of
nanostructures observed—across many unrelated species, on the inside as well
as on the surface of silk fibers, for naturally spun and in vitro generated
structures—we contend that there is an intrinsic self-assembly mechanism in silk
leading to the formation of nanofibrils about 20 nm in diameter. We suspect that
previous works reporting significantly larger fibrils33,37–39,43,46–48,52 were limited by
imaging resolution or they altered the silk by using preparation techniques too
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invasive for proteins. We further suggest that understanding the conditions of
formation of these nanofibrils121,122 — especially because we showed they are
capable of achieving outstanding mechanical properties — may become important
for the synthesis of artificial high-performance fibers inspired by silk.27–29 Our
efforts to understand the nanofibril formation will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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4. Protein structure in nanofibrils
Previous efforts have been made to examine the secondary structures in silk using
vibrational spectroscopy.106–108,111,128–131 However, all silks studied so far were
cylindrical spider silk fibers or silkworm silk fiber, which all feature a relatively
complex core–shell structure,33,39 and their composition at the nanoscale —
nanofibrils vs. amorphous matrix36 — is largely unknown. In addition, different fiber
coatings complicate the situation.33,37 Therefore, it has been challenging to
associate vibrational peaks to particular structural features. Loxosceles silk, in
contrast, with its pristine nanofibril organization gives us an ideal system to
establish an accurate understanding of the protein structure in pristine nanofibrils
for the first time. In this part, we present the first comparison between polarized
FTIR and polarized Raman spectra of the same spider silk, with NMR spectra
providing further support. An analysis between our results, previous studies, and
the spectra of several model polypeptides was performed to gain a systematic
understanding of the presence, orientation, and composition of the underlying
secondary structures. A new method to compare the whole spectrum curves in
addition to the peak-to-peak comparison was also used.
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4.a. Secondary structure determination

Figure 4.1. Left: AFM topography image of a Loxosceles silk ribbon. Inset: higher magnificantion
scan of the silk surface, where numerous nanofibrils can be found. The white arrows indicate the
“X” direction being perpendicular to the ribbon axial direction and “Z” direction being parallel with
the axial direction. Color bar: main frame: 0–100 nm, its inset: 0–13 nm. Right: Setup schematics
of polarized FTIR (light blue) and Raman (light green) experiments. The parallel direction in IR, or
“Z” direction in Raman, represents the axial direction of the silk ribbon. The perpendicular direction
in IR, or “X” direction in Raman, represents the direction perpendicular to both the axial and
thickness direction of the silk ribbon.

Polarized FTIR and polarized Raman spectra were acquired from single strands
of Loxosceles silk (Figure 4.1). Figure 4.2 shows the most important spectral
region 1150–1750 cm−1 with the amide I/II/III bands indicated. For FTIR spectra
(thick gray lines in Figure 4.2 top two panels) the polarizer was oriented parallel to
the X or Z directions. As defined in Figure 4.1 (left), both the X and Z orientations
were in the ribbon plane, Z being parallel to the ribbon axis, X perpendicular to it.
(The third possible orientation Y, perpendicular to the ribbon plane was not
studied.) For the Raman measurements, an additional analyzer was placed
between the sample and the detector (Figure 4.1, right); the gray lines in Figure
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4.2 bottom two panels show the XX and ZZ spectra acquired with a parallel
polarizer/analyzer pair.
To identify different secondary structures, we fit both FTIR and Raman spectra
with a set of sub-peaks while keeping the peak number to minimum. For the IR
spectra, the fitting was first carried out on the transmission spectra and then
translated to absorbance. All the IR sub-peaks satisfy the Kramers-Kronig
relations. As expected, these spectra feature multiple sub-peaks and the resulting
fit is shown as a dashed black line in each panel of Figure 4.2. Comparing FTIR
and Raman spectra one can see that many peaks have similar positions, which
indicates that their corresponding vibration modes are both IR and Raman active.
However, since more modes are allowed in the Raman scattering process,87 more
peaks are present in the Raman spectra. Both the FTIR and the Raman spectra
feature a strong polarization dependence. For example, the FTIR peak at 1631
cm−1 is the strongest peak in the (IR, X) spectrum, but its magnitude is much lower
in the (IR, Z) spectrum. Such a strong orientation preference indicates a high level
of alignment of the protein, and thus, its underlying secondary structure.
We aim to assign each sub-peak to their associated secondary structure according
to our spectra decomposition. Since different secondary structures in silk are
closely related to several alanine- and glycine-rich amino acid motifs,2,5,6 we
referred to the measured and/or calculated peak positions of several related model
polypeptides to guide the structure assignment. Previous spectroscopy silk studies
were checked as a validation.
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Figure 4.2. Polarized FTIR and polarized Raman spectra of single-strands Loxosceles silk in the
range of 1150–1750 cm-1. The thick gray lines are the experimental data. Sub-peaks obtained form
the peak decomposition process are shown in colors, and their sums in the black dashed lines. The
blue, red, and yellow peaks are assigned to b-sheets, 31-helices, and amorphous structures, with
their positions labeled with stripes with corresponding colors. The dashed blue/yellow stripes
indicate peaks with a major component of b-sheets, but also have contributions from other protein
structures.

Amino acid residues that have aromatic side-chain groups and other amide I

components in Raman are represented by green and purple peaks, respectively.
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4.a.i. b-sheets

b-sheets have been found to be formed by the (A)n (n = 4–10, A = Ala) motif5,93,100
with its flanking glycine-rich region12,83,97 in several spider silks and by the
(GAGAGS)n (n = 1–11, G = Gly, S = Ser) motif in B. mori silk.12,83 Thus, we referred
to the IR and Raman spectra of several polypeptides that have an antiparallel bsheet configuration to identify the b-sheets peaks in Loxosceles silk, including bpoly-alanine (b-(Ala)n), b-poly-alanylglycine (b-(AlaGly)n), and poly-glycine-I
((Gly)n-I, or b-(Gly)n).87,132 A comparison of the peak positions (Table 4.1) pointed
out the b-sheet sub-peaks, which are labeled with blue stripes in Figure 4.2. These
peaks agree with the b-(Ala)n peaks best, indicating the majority of b-sheets in silk
nanofibrils are formed by alanine residues.
IR or Raman (shaded)
Position [cm-1]
1697
1671
1631
1517
1450
1450
1398
1370
1369
1241
1224
1219

b-(Ala)n

b-(Gly)n

b-(AlaGly)n

1694
1669
1632
1524
1451
1454, 1446
1399
1368
1372
1243
1226
1222

1685
1674
1636
1517
1460
1432
1410
–
–
1234
1220
1214

1702
1665
1630
1535
1455
1450, 1447
1404
1369
1369
1230
–
–

Table 4.1. Summary of observed IR and Raman peaks that are assoicated with b-sheet structure
in Loxosceles silk, b-(Ala)n, b-(Gly)n, and b-(AlaGly)n. Data for polypeptides adapted from Refs.

87,132.
Among these b-sheet peaks, several ones are particularly interesting: In the amide
I region, the FTIR peak at 1697 cm-1 and 1631 cm-1 demonstrate inversed
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dichroism. The former peak has been unanimously assigned to the b-sheet
structure in both spider107,111,131,133 and silkworm silks before,107,128,131 but the latter
peak is less discussed.107,128 These two peaks were proposed to be two split peaks
caused by the transition dipole coupling (TDC) existing between neighboring C=O
groups on the same and adjacent peptide strands.87,88,134 The associated inversed
dichroism can be explained with their corresponding vibration modes (Figures
4.3a–d): The 1697 cm-1 peak corresponds to the n (0,p) mode, which has a net
component parallel with the b-sheet direction, 𝑍′.88,134,135 On the contrary, the 1631
peak corresponds to the n (p,0) mode, which has a net perpendicular ( 𝑋′ )
component. 88,134,135 Since the intrinsic dichroism of the b-sheets and the observed
dichroism in Loxosceles silk agree, we can conclude that the b-sheets are
generally aligned parallel along the nanofibril direction. As for the Raman spectra,
no peak splitting is found in the amide I region, and the peak for b-sheet structure
is located at 1671 cm-1, similar with the positions reported by previous
publications.83,108,113,131,136,137
In the amide II region, the parallel peak at 1517 cm-1 is the strongest IR peak and
shows a strong parallel dichroism. Interestingly, this peak was seldomly discussed
before: (i) Garside et al.138 assigned it to the crystalline b-sheet in the B. mori silk
without providing much additional information; (ii) Paquet-Mercier et al.107
assigned it with the water-inaccessible b-sheet content (which forms crystallites)
in B. mori and N. clavipes silks. Referring to the model polypeptides, the nearest
IR peaks in this region for b-(Ala)n and b-(Gly)n are located at 1524 cm-1 and 1517
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cm-1, respectively (Table 4.1 ).87,132,139 Since the glycine residues have been widely
suggested to be incorporated into b-sheet crystallites,12,94,99,108,140 we propose this
peak being partially associated with the glycine-rich b-sheet structure.
For the FTIR and Raman peaks at 1450 and 1369 cm-1, we propose they have
contributions from structures other than the b-sheets. Since these peaks originate
from the asymmetric and symmetric bending modes of the CH3 group, alanine
residues that are not accommodated within b-sheets and other residues have this
group (like valine and leucine) can also contribute. Additionally, “breathing” modes
of the aromatic rings in residues like tyrosine and phenylalanine can also give rise
to peaks located around 1450 cm-1, which further complicates the assignment of
this peak.87 Similarly, since both glycine-rich helical structure and b-turns have
peaks at ~1240 cm-1 (Table 4.2),87 they may be non-negligible components of the
Raman peak at 1241 cm-1. Given these considerations, we used dashed
blue/yellow stripes to label these peaks.
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Figure 4.3. Structure and vibrational modes in antiparallel b-(Ala)n b-sheet87,88,135 and 31-(Gly)n
helix.141 The grey, green, red and blue spheres represent carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen
atoms, respectively. The hydrogen bonds are represented by semi-transparent purple rods. The a
hydrogen atoms are not plotted for b-sheet. The contributing vibrational modes of amide I, II, and
III are indicated by black arrows and light green labels in (a, b, e, and f). The axes in the red boxes
represent the local orthogonal coordinates. For b-sheet: Different modes of C=O stretching
vibration are indicated with red arrows (𝑋′– 𝑍′ component) and +/– signs (𝑌′ component) in (a–d).
(a–d) show four different modes, n (0,0), n (0,p), n (p,0), n (p,p), and their net vibration directions.
For 31-helix: (e) Side view of a single helix strand, with other strands dimmed. The black solid line
represents the helix axis. Not all hydrogen bonds are ploted. (f) Top view of a single helix strand.
The black dashed line represents the recluse ribbon surface plane.
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4.a.ii. 31-helices (PGII)
To identify the helical structures, we referred to the spectra of a-(Ala)n142,143 and
31-(Gly)n,144,145 which has a a-helix configuration and a 31-helix configuration,
respectively.87,141 After a peak position comparison (Table 4.2), we assigned the
FTIR peaks at 1406, 1264 cm-1, Raman peak at 1658, 1416, 1266 cm-1 to the
helical structure, which are indicated by red stripes in Figure 4.2. Helical structures
also have IR peaks around 1655 (amide I) and 1550 (amide II) cm-1, but these
peaks were included in the general amorphous bands (yellow peaks) and were not
resolved in our results. Since both a-helices or 31-helices have similar peak
positions in all amide I, II and III regions (Table 4.2), one of our goals was to identify
which structure the helices dominantly adopt. Evidently, 31-helices have more
matching peaks in Table 4.2. According to previous works, though a-helices are
often found in silkworm (B. mori and Antheraea spp.) silks,146 its presence is
seldomly detected in spider silks.103,130,133 On the other hand, many previous NMR
studies only provided evidence for the presence of 31-helices in spider
silks.100,103,104,147 A recent study pointed out that GGX motif is unlikely to form ahelices, based on both NMR evidence and molecular dynamic (MD) simulations.98
These observations point to a major population of 31-helices, rather than a-helices
in Loxosceles silk.
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IR or Raman (shaded)
Position [cm-1]
1658
1654
1544
1416
1406
1266
1264

a-(Ala)n, a-helix

31-(Gly)n, 31-Helix

1655
1658
1545
–
–
1261
1265

1654
1655
1550
1421
1420
1261
1258

Table 4.2. Summary of observed IR and Raman peaks that are assoicated with helical structures
in Loxosceles silk, a-(Ala)n (a-helix conformation), and 31-(Gly)n (31-helix conformation). Data for
polypeptides adapted from Ref. 87.

We noticed another important clue from the weak dichroism observed for the
amide I IR amorphous peak and amide I Raman helix peak (Figure 4.2). In
polyalanine a-helices, the CO group and their corresponding hydrogen bonds are
mostly parallel with the helix axis, which leads to a strong IR peak at 1658 cm-1
with parallel dichroism.87 If there was a significant amount of a-helices present in
Loxosceles silk, this dichroism should be reflected in our results, except for the
unlikely case where a-helices are homogeneously oriented within the silk fiber. On
the other hand, the weak dichroism can be conveniently explained with the
structure of 31-helices. We prepared Figures 4.3e/f to show such a structure, based
on the coordinates provided by Ramachandran et al.141 Unlike the case of ahelices, the CO groups in 31-helices are almost perpendicular to the helix axis and
the hydrogen bonds are formed between different strands. One can calculate the
angle between the CO group and the helix axis is » 85º (Figure 4.3e). This near
90º angle means the CO stretching mode (𝐴⃑) has a near zero (cos 85º = 0.087)
component along the axial direction. If we look along the axial direction, different
𝐴⃑ ’s rotate around the helix axis (Figure 4.3f). Since we can assume random
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rotation angles for the 31-helices, the angle 𝜃 between 𝐴⃑ and the ribbon surface
plane can take any values in [0, 2𝜋] with equal possibilities. Thus, the sum of the
-.
𝑋′ component is ∫/ 𝐴⃑ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑑𝜃 = 0. This means the 31-helices would not have a

polarization preference along the 𝑋′ direction. These two zero (or near zero) sums
lead to no obvious dichroism in the amide I band, no matter what the orientation
distribution of 31-helices looks like. In the following sections, we will discuss further
evidence revealing the dominant presence of glycine-rich 31-helices along with a
minor presence of a-helices in Loxosceles silk.
4.a.iii. Comparison with model polypeptides
To prevent the possible erroneous situation where the determination of a certain
secondary structure is based on only several peaks but its other important spectral
features are missing, we performed a whole-spectrum comparison between our
Raman result and the unpolarized spectra of several model polypeptides (Figure
4.4).143–145,148 The “pseudo-unpolarized” Raman spectrum (sum of XX, ZZ, ZX, and
XZ spectra) obtained from single-strands of Loxosceles ribbon is the gray thick line
in Figure 4.4a, and the color assignment for other curves is provided in the figure
legends. A weighted sum (black dashed line) of the polypeptide spectra:
𝑆𝑢𝑚 = 𝑐9 𝛼(Ala)@ + 𝑐- 𝛽(Ala)@ + 𝑐C 𝛽(Gly)@ + 𝑐F 39 (Gly)@
was used to fit the experiment data with the least-squared method, and then the
optimized fitting coefficients c1–c4 can be found. Figure 4.4b shows the uncertainty
levels of these fitting coefficients.
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Figure 4.4. (a) Comparison between “pesudo-unpolarized” Loxosceles Raman spectrum and
unpolarized model polypeptides Raman spectra. The gray thick line and the dashed black line are
Loxosceles single-strand experimental spectra and the sum of model polypeptide spectra,
respectively. The legend in each panel shows the color assignment for the polypeptides. The color
stripes are at the same positinos as in Figure 4.2. (b) The uncertainty levels of the fitting
parameters. Permissions: Spectra of a-(Ala)n and b-(Ala)n adapted with permission from Ref. 143.
Copyright 1973 John Wiley and Sons. Spectra of b-(Gly)n and 31-(Gly)n adapted with permission
from Ref. 144. Copyright 1970 AIP Publishing.

The large magnitude of the b-(Ala)n spectrum makes it the main component of our
fitting. More importantly, the positions of the major peaks (amide I, amide III and
1450 cm-1 peaks) agree well with our Raman spectrum, with slight offsets present
for weaker peaks. Interestingly, the broad b-(Ala)n band centered at 1322 cm-1 is
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similar to the nearby experiment band. Since the assignment for the sub-peaks in
this region solely depending on the peak positions was not entirely clear, we
labeled these peaks in gray in Figure 4.2. This new observation in Figure 4.4a
suggests they may be associated with alanine-b-sheets. Moreover, since peaks
for b-(Ala)n and b-(Gly)n in amide I and amide III bands share similar positions, our
claim that glycine-b-sheets are present is also further supported.
For the helical structures, the 31-(Gly)n is the second largest component. The 31(Gly)n peaks match well with the amide I helical peak and the 1416 cm-1 Raman
peak, though a small offset was found in the amide III band. Only a small
magnitude of the a-(Ala)n spectrum can be observed. This confirms our
observation that the helical structure in nanofibrils is mainly 31-helices and no
significant amount of a-helix is present. Furthermore, the 31-(Gly)n peaks near
1241/1368 cm-1 account for a considerate portion of the experimental spectrum.
Hence our previous claim that the peaks labeled with dashed strips have nonnegligible contributions from structures other than b-sheets is further supported.
Since no aromatic amino acid residues are included, their contributions on the
1450 cm-1 peak are not reflected in Figure 4.4.
It is worthy to note that the absolute values for the fitting coefficients do not
necessarily represent the volumetric concentration for each polypeptide. Since we
collected these spectra from several works,143,144

where different experiment

settings were used, the peak intensities were not mutually consolidated.
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4.a.iv. NMR experiments providing further evidence

Figure 4.5. Comparison of cross-polarized and direct-polarization 13C MAS NMR spectra of
Loxosceles MA silk. (Above, red) Cross-polarized 13C spectrum of Loxosceles silk spinning at 12.5
kHz. Peak assignments are given as well as in Table 4.3. Typical peak positions for Ala and Gly
residues in b-sheets are given as black dashed lines. (Below, blue) Direct-polarization 13C spectrum
of the same sample, showing an increase in Gln and Tyr signals.

The presence of b-sheets and 31-helices was further confirmed by NMR
experiments. Figure 4.5 shows the first NMR spectra ever taken of Loxosceles silk,
using direct-polarization (DP) and cross-polarization (CP) spectra. Peak assignments (Table 4.3) were made based on expected amino acid composition and
typical carbon chemical shifts for these amino acids. The spectra show resolved
peaks for the a-carbons of Ala and Gly, as well as a resolved b-carbon peak for
Ala and peaks for glutamine (Gln) and tyrosine (Tyr). The Ala-Ca and Ala-Cb main
peaks agree very well with the

13

C shifts observed in b-sheet structure, while the

Gly-Ca peak falls in the shift range of 31-helix.95,96,98,100 Since the Gly CO shoulder
aligns with the b-sheet shift and the unresolved CO peak for Ala and Gly can be
interpreted as b-sheet and/or 31-helix, this suggests that a proportion of Gly forms
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b-sheets. Furthermore, the shoulders for Ala-Ca and Ala-Cb can be associated with
a-helix and random coil, respectively. This suggests that a small proportion of
alanine residues may be accommodated in these structures. Therefore, the
presence of glycine-b-sheets and alanine-a-helices agrees with our model
polypeptide comparison that included (Gly)n-I and a-(Ala)n (Figure 4.4).

Carbon signal

Loxosceles
silk

b-sheeta

31-helixa

a-helixa

Random
coila

Ala - Ca main peak

48.9

Ala - Ca shoulder

53.3

48.2–49.3

48.9

52.3–52.8

50.5–51.1

Ala - Cb main peak

20.4

Ala - Cb shoulder

16.7

19.9–20.7

17.4

14.8–16.0

15.7–17.1

Ala COb

172.5

171.6–172.4

174.6

176.2–176.8

175.8–
176.1

Gly - Ca

42.7

43.2–44.3

41.4–42.5

52.2

43.1

Gly - COb

172.5

Gly - CO shoulder

169.5

168.4–169.7

171.2–173.1

176.7

172.9

Table 4.3. Comparison of observed 13C shifts and known values for amino acids in given secondary
structure. a. Obtained from Refs. 95,96,98,100. b. Unresolved between Ala and Gly.

The most substantial difference between the DP and CP spectra was the much
larger presence of Gln and Tyr signal in the DP spectrum relative to the CP
spectrum. This reduced cross-polarization efficiency can be interpreted as
evidence that these side chains are dynamic, as they would be if they were not
hydrogen bonded, and thus lacked 2D structure.
4.a.v. Other structures
Additional information can be extracted from several “mixed” amorphous peaks in
our IR and Raman spectra, which are indicated by the yellow peaks and yellow
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stripes in Figure 2. Previous spectroscopic silk studies often simply annotate some
of these peaks as amorphous peaks, but according to Figure 4.4 and its IR analog,
they contain contribution from b-sheets and/or helices. For example, the mixed IR
peaks in amide I (1654 cm-1), II (1544 cm-1), and III (1235 cm-1) have contributions
from 31-(Gly)n and b-(Ala)n. More details can be found in Table 4.4.
IR or Raman (shaded)
Position [cm-1]
1654
1544
1535
1450
1450
1241
1235

Possible Components
Amorphous, 31-helix
Amorphous, b-sheet, 31-helix
Amorphous, b-sheet
b-sheet, amorphous, aromatic residues
b-sheet, amorphous, aromatic residues
b-sheet, 31-helix, amorphous
Amorphous, b-sheet, 31-helix

Table 4.4. Summary of mixed peaks observed in IR and Raman spectra.

The rest of amide I Raman peaks in (purple peaks in Figure 4.2) provided
additional information about other amorphous structures. Following previous
studies,83,149 we assigned the 1698, 1683, and 1640 cm-1 peaks to b-turn, b-turn,
and unordered structure, respectively. Furthermore, three Raman peaks (1609,
1581, and 1556 cm-1, green peaks in Figure 4.2) between the amide I and II
regions did not show in the FTIR spectra. According to previous spectroscopic
studies of silk and other protein systems,87 these peaks are associated with the
phenyl and indole groups in the amino acids (Table 4.5). The 1609 and 1581 cm1 can be assigned to phenylalanine/tyrosine and phenylalanine/tryptophan
residues, respectively.83,87,137 As for the 1556 cm-1 peak, its sharpness suggests
this is essentially a different peak from the broad peak observed around 1555 cm1 that was assigned to b-sheets in B. mori silk.128 Therefore, we assign this peak
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to tryptophan residues.87,106,108 As a summary, Table 4.6 provides a overview of all
sub-peak assignments.
Raman Position [cm-1]

Phenylalanine

Tyrosine

Tryptophan

1609
1581
1556

1605
1585
–

~1600
~1590
–

–
1582
1553

Table 4.5. Summary of observed Raman peaks that are assoicated with amino acids with aromatic
rings in Loxosceles silk. Reference positions for phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan are
provided in column 2–4 (adapted from Ref. 87).
IR
Position
[cm-1]

Raman
Position
[cm-1]

Amide
group

b-(Ala)n (CO s,

1697

CNs)

Mode

Note

References

n (0,p)

One of the
amide I split

87,107,111,
128,131,133

1698

b-turn

83,108

1683

b-turn

83,108

1671

Amide
I

1654
1658
1640

b-(Ala)n (CO s,
CNs)

n (0,0)

Main Raman
peak for bsheet in
amide I

83,87,113,131

Amorphous,
31-helix
31-helix (CO s, CN
s, CaCN d)

83,150

Random coil

83,108

b-(Ala)n (CO s,

1631

CNs)

n (p,0)

One of the
amide I split

87,107,128,133

1608

Phe, Tyr (ring)

83,87,108,137

1581

Phe

87

1556

Trp (ring)

87,136

1544

107,136

Amorphous,
31-helix

1535
Amide
II
1517

Structure
Assignment

107

b-sheet, possibly
formed by glycine
rich region (NH ib,
CN s, CaC s, CO
ib)
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n (0,p)

Observed in
b-(Gly)n

87,138

1450

Different IR
and Raman
ratios. Higher
intensity in
XZ/ZX

b-(Ala)n (CH3 ab),
amorphous,
aromatic residues

1450
1416

87,108

31-helix (CH2 b)

1406

b-(Ala)n (Ha b, CH3

1398

sb, NH ib, CaC s)

1369
1369
1343
1336
1330
1313
1303

n (0,p)

Ha b)

n (0,0)

Possible b-(Ala)n
(Ha b, NH ib, CaC
s)

n (p,p)

1291
1266

n (0,0)

b-(Ala)n (CH3 sb,

Possible b-(Ala)n
(Ha b, CN s, CO
ib)

108,111,113,
131,151

n (p,p)

Raman peak
sharper than
IR peak

87,108,128,
131,132

Different IR
and Raman
ratios

87,108,128,
131,151

Possible peak
splitting in
Raman

87,108,
128,132

Possible peak
splitting in
Raman

87,108,132

n (p,p)
n (p,0),
n (p,p)
n (p,0)

31-helix (CH2 tw)

87

1264
1241
1235
1224
1219
1168
1168

b-(Ala)n, 31-helix,
Amide
III

amorphous
Amorphous,
b-(Ala)n, 31-helix

b-(Ala)n (Ha b, NCa

n (0,0)
prohibited

n (0,p)

s, NH ib, CN s).

n (0,p)

b-(Ala)n (Ha b,

n (0,0)

CH3 sb, CaCb s,
CN s)

n (0,p)

Table 4.6. A summary of FTIR and Raman peak assignments.
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87,132,151

n (0,0),

87,132,151
Different IR
and Raman
ratios

87,111,128,
132,151

4.b. Volumetric percentage of secondary structures
Once we determined the presence of different secondary structures, evaluating
their volumetric percentages and orientations become the most important tasks.
To obtain the volumetric percentages, we calculated the corresponding sub-peak
area ratios in individual amide bands. FTIR amide I, III, and Raman amide I peaks
all point to a b-sheet volumetric percentage around 45% (Table 4.7). Due to the
large content of the b-sheet in the Raman amide III region, the Raman peak points
to a number higher than 65%. The b-sheet percentage were further supported by
the X-ray diffraction measurement (Figure 4.6) of Loxosceles silk, where a
crystallinity of 43% was obtained. This further indicates that the b-sheets within
Loxosceles silk nanofibrils mostly adopt the crystalline structure. For several spider
silk fibers, previous works reported the b-sheet content to be 30–50%,31,56,107,108,147
while the crystalline content falls in the range of 10–30%.31,56,82,100,147 To the best
of our knowledge, a 45% crystallinity is the highest observed so far. A lower
crystallinity in the previously studied spider silks may be caused by the presence
of other structural elements like the cylindrical fiber coating. Since Loxosceles silk
is entirely composed of nanofibrils, this 45% number can be used as a crystallinity
level reference for pristine silk nanofibrils.
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FTIR

Content

b-sheet

Raman
(n = 20)

31-helices

b-sheet
31-helices

Polarization

Percentage

X

Amide I, 44.0%

Z

Amide III, 43.2%

Z

Amide III, 32.6%

XX

Amide I, 44.0 ± 4.7%

ZZ

Amide III, > 65.0 ± 1.1%

ZZ

Amide III, > 19.2 ± 0.9%

Table 4.7. Secondary structure volumetric percentages calculated from FTIR and Raman spectra

Figure 4.6. X-ray diffraction measurement of Loxosceles silk. The decomposed crystal peaks (blue)
gives a crystallinity of about 43%.
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4.c. Orientation of secondary structures
To quantitatively characterize the polarization dependence, we calculated the 𝑃 =
| J | K |L |
|J|M|L|

values for each sub-peak from its peak magnitudes |𝑍| and |𝑋| in the

respective polarization (Figure 4.7). It is P = 1 for perfect orientation in |Z| direction,
P = −1 for perfect orientation in |X| direction, P=0 in absence of any orientation
preference, and P ∈ (−1,1) for partial orientations. In terms of the equivalent
oscillator, an angle of 45º away from the axial direction represents a homogenous
distribution for the underlying population, which corresponds to a zero P-value.

Figure 4.7. P-values calculated for each FTIR and Raman peak. The color assignment is same as
Figure 4.2 and the vertical stripes indicates the postions of each FTIR peak. The yellow solid line,
red dashed line, and blue dashed line are located at P = 0, P = 0.4, and P = 0.6, respectively. The
vertical bars on each Raman data point are the standard deviations of the P-value over several
fitting procedures using different sets of initial fitting parameters (n = 15). For the 1369 and 1450
cm-1 FTIR peaks (dashed blue/yellow circules), a 45% b-sheet content was assumed, and the Pvalues for seprated b-sheet and amorphous structure were re-calculated, which led the original
data point to split into two points.
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The majority of b-sheet peaks (blue data points) have P-values around 0.6 and 0.6 (thin blue dashed lines), which represents a R (𝑅 = |𝑍| / |𝑋|) ratio of 4. In other
words, the Z component of the equivalent b-sheet oscillator is four times of the X
component in magnitude, and the oscillator is oriented with an angle of 14º away
from the nanofibril axial direction. We noticed there are several outliers: 1369, 1450
cm-1 IR peak and 1241, 1450 cm-1 Raman peak. As we discussed previously, these
peaks may have non-negligible contributions from other secondary structures,
which can cause the P-value to decrease. In an attempt to distinguish these
contributions, the 1369 and 1450 cm-1 IR peaks (dashed blue/yellow circles in
Figure 4.7) are modified as follows to reveal the underlying P-values for b-sheet
and amorphous components: we first assumed a 45% percentage of the sub-peak
area originates from b-sheets and the rest 55% originates from amorphous
structures. Then we calculated the magnitudes giving rise to these area values
and obtained corresponding P-values. The blue/yellow arrows and solid-line
circles in Figure 4.7 represent the resulting P-values, and both b-sheet and
amorphous data points agree well with the rest.
A weaker polarization preference is seen for the helix peaks (red data points), with
the majority of P-values close to 0.4 (red dashed line), or R-values close to 2.33.
Following the same procedure, the equivalent helix oscillator is oriented 23º away
from the axial direction. Due to the orientation of the CO group in 31-helix (Figure
4.3), the 1658 cm-1 Raman peak has a near-zero P-value. As for the mixed peaks
(yellow data points), much lower P-values suggest a more homogeneous
orientation for the amorphous structures other than 31-helices. The variation seen
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for these peaks is mainly caused by the different contribution levels from various
secondary structures. For example, the large content of b-sheets in the amide III
region causes the 1235 cm-1 IR peak to have a more than 0.35 P-value.
Therefore, using both polarized FTIR and polarized Raman spectroscopy, we
presented the first ever vibrational spectra of pristine silk nanofibrils. By carefully
analyzing the positions, ratios, and polarization preferences of a series of subpeaks, we concluded that about 45% of nanofibril volume is alanine-rich b-sheets
oriented along the fibril axis (14º offset). Another 15–30% volume is glycine-rich
31-helices, with a lesser degree of axial orientation (23º offset). The rest of the
nanofibril contains more homogeneously oriented b-turns and random coils. These
observations are further supported by a comparison between our Raman result
and several model polypeptides, as well as NMR spectroscopy and X-ray
diffraction experiments. Since our work is the first to comparatively look at a same
spider silk with both FTIR and Raman spectroscopy, more structural information
was obtained than using either of these techniques alone.
Based on our previous papers34,126 and the results presented in this part, we
propose a detailed hierarchical structure for Loxosceles silk in Figure 4.8. The
recluse spider makes a cob-web construction for its silk ribbons (Figure 4.8a),
where a looped metastructure can be found on a single silk strand (Figure 4.8b).
This 6–8 µm wide, » 50 nm thick silk ribbon (Figure 4.8c) is entirely composed of
20 nm thin nanofibrils (Figure 4.8d). These silk nanofibrils are mostly composed of

b-sheets and 31-helices, accounting for 60–75% of the volume (Figures 4.8e–f).
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Alanine and glycine are the main amino acid residues that form b-sheets and
helices, respectively (Figure 4.8g).

Figure 4.8. The hierarchical structure of Loxosceles silk. (a) The recluse spider produces a cobweb construction for its silk ribbons. (b) Looped metastructure can be found on a single strand of
Loxosceles silk ribbon. (c) False-colored SEM image of a single Loxosceles silk ribbon. (d) A
structural scheme showing the Loxosceles silk is entirely composed of 20 nm thin nanofibrils. (e) A
structural scheme showing the b-sheets and 31-helices within a single nanofibril. Yellow cubes
represent the functional group on the Ca atoms. (f) Structures of alanine-b-sheet and glycine-31helix. Note that the red transparent spiral only highlights the helical structure but does not reflect
the actual number of glycine residues per helical turn. (g) A generalized silk protein primary
structure.
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5. Self-assembly of native spider silk protein
As we discussed in the Introduction, the natural spinning process is crucial in
achieving the outstanding properties of natural spider silk, but the current model
fails to link this process with the formation of silk nanofibrils. Consequently, a
detailed understanding of how these nanofibrils are formed becomes particularly
important. We turned to the golden silk orb-weaver (N. clavipes), one of the most
studied spider species, to answer this question. We obtained native silk dope from
adult female N. clavipes spiders, prepared NSS solutions at different concentrations and spin-coated (SC) or incubated (IC) them on freshly cleaved mica
sheets (details in section 2.b.v). The spin-coating process is a convenient way to
simulate the environment NSS experiences in the MA gland, for it introduces
radically oriented shear forces on the NSS solutions.
5.a. The intrinsic tendency of native spider spidroin to form nanofibril
In the SC 100 mg/L samples, we observed long, thin nanofibrils assembled by NSS
(Figure 5.1a–d). These nanofibrils feature an average diameter of 21.7 ± 2.8 nm
(n = 20) and a height of 0.8 ± 0.1 nm (n = 20). Most fibrils appear to be rather long,
with their lengths fall in the range of 0.26-1.94 µm (n = 20). They tend to organize
in parallel and are highly flexible, as indicated by the curved structures shown in
multiple locations in Figures 5.1a/b. A second morphology, where nanofibrils are
straighter and significantly longer, was observed in some samples (Figures 5.1c/d).
The straightness and length of these nanofibrils are similar to the self-assembled
native silkworm fibroin (NSF) nanofibrils.121,122 But the numerous branches on
these NSS nanofibrils clearly distinguished them from the NSF nanofibrils, which
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are mostly branch-less.121,122 Though the diameter does vary along the NSS
nanofibrils, they appear to be continuous without obvious sub-units. This is a
significant disparity from the “beads on a string” morphology observed in NSF
nanofibrils, indicating an intrinsic difference between NSF and NSS protein
structures. In the lower concentration (10 mg/L), shorter nanofibrils were observed
on a rough layer of protein bed (Figures 5.1e/f). They have a similar morphology
with the ones featured in Figures 5.1a/b but are more segmented. This may be
caused by a missing step or an improper condition (in this case, low concentration)
that helps to link short segments into long nanofibrils.
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Figure 5.1. Long, thin silk nanofibrils observed from spin-coated (SC) NSS solutions. (a–d) Samples
prepared from 100 mg/L NSS solutions. Nanofibrils in (a, b) feature curved morphology while those
in (c, d) are straighter and have clear branches. (e–f) Samples prepared from SC 10 mg/L NSS
solutions. Nanofibrils in these samples are significantly shorter. Color bar: (a) 0–1.5 nm, (b) 0–5
nm, (c–d) 0–1 nm, (e–f) 0–2 nm.
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The self-assembled NSS nanofibrils are further confirmed by many other SC
samples, usually with a higher concentration (Figure 5.2 a/b: 1000 mg/L, Figure
5.2c: 100 mg/L). Instead of individual nanofibrils, we observed dense nanofibril
networks, where fibrils are either parallel or interweaved with each other. Like the
case of Loxosceles silk, the beginnings and endings of individual nanofibrils are
virtually impossible to determine. With less spatial restriction than the silk dope
experiences within the spider MA gland duct, the NSS nanofibril networks feature
a lesser degree of orientation compared to the cases observed in natural MA silks
(Figures 3.1–3.6, 3.9). Nevertheless, the morphology, diameter, and length of NSS
self-assembled nanofibrils are indeed very similar with the case we found in the
Loxosceles and other MA silks, suggesting they are very similar, if not strictly
identical, to the nanofibrils found in natural spider silks. Hence our high-resolution
AFM topography images of different solution concentrations (Figures 5.1 and 5.2)
proved that NSS has a built-in tendency to form 20-nm thin nanofibrils under the
presence of shear force.

Figure 5.2. AFM topography images of the dense nanofibril networks observed in SC samples.
Concentrations: (a–b) 1000 mg/L, (c) 100 mg/L. Colorbar: (a–b) 0–3 nm, (c) 0–6 nm.
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In some other 10 mg/L SC samples (Figure 5.3), instead of short nanofibrils, we
observed NSS assemblies with numerous thin branches, which we named “simple
structure”. This simple structure is strikingly similar to the Latrodectus (black widow
spider) MA spidroin structure (at infinite dilution) illustrated by Parent et al.,120 but
with a larger size. This led us to propose that these simple structures are in fact
aggregates of several NSS molecules. The low concentration makes the NSS
molecules accommodate a diluted/extended state and the following spin-coating
process pins down these assemblies on the substrate surface. The similarities
shared between Latrodectus NSS and Nephila NSS in our results suggest the
conservation of NSS molecular structure across different spider species.
Therefore, using image analysis software like ImageJ (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/)
and FiberApp (https://github.com/ivan-usov/FiberApp), the simple structure’s morphology and dimensions can be further exploited to reveal valuable information
about the NSS molecules.
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Figure 5.3. NSS assemblies (“simple structure”) observed in 10 mg/L SC samples. These
assemblies have numerous branches and may be aggregates of several NSS molecules.

We noticed that there are some morphological discrepancies in our AFM results.
For the 10 mg/L concentration, Figures 5.1e/f show short nanofibrils while the
panels in Figure 5.3 show simple structured assemblies. For the 100 mg/L
concentration, Figures 5.1a–d show long nanofibrils while the Figure 5.2c features
a dense nanofibril network. During our sample preparation, we determined the
NSS concentration in the stock solution by measuring the sample weights before
and after the solution is dried. Because of the small solution volume we had access
to, this method could potentially introduce a non-negligible error in the stock
solution concentration. This error would further propagate in the diluted samples.
Due to the large size of NSS and the high concentration of the stock solution,
currently there is no simple alternative method to circumvent this issue. A closer
look at several advanced techniques152 may provide a higher accuracy.
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5.b. The effect of ions
The presence and exchange of different ions were widely proved critical during the
natural spinning process.2,5,79,119 To investigate the effect of ions, we dissolved the
silk dope in 0.5x PBS buffer to prepare the stock solution (details in section 2.b.v).
For both SC (Figure 5.4a) and IC (Figure 5.4a) samples with 100 mg/L
concentration, networks formed by thin nanofibrils are observed. Since no shear
force was applied to the IC sample, Figure 5.4b suggests that the presence of ions
promoted the formation of nanofibrils, even without shear force. The lower network
density in Figure 5.1a hints that pre-assembled nanofibrils may further assemble
into more organized structures that contain multiple fibrils under the presence of
shear. Interestingly, the nanofibrils in Figures 5.4a/b appear to be more rigid than
the ones featured in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. They also appear to be shorter, with very
few exceeding a length of more than 1 µm.
Figures 5.4c features the morphology observed in the higher concentration 1000
mg/L. The surface is rough, with NSS assembles into large (several hundreds of
nanometers in size) globular structures composed of short fibrils, but no obvious
nanofibrils were found. The topography shown in the higher magnitude image
Figure 5.4d is extremely similar to the structure of urea dissolved and subsequently
sheared Latrodectus NSS obtained by Parent et al. using cryo-TEM.120 Since NaCl
has been shown to destabilize the N- terminal domain dimer79,119,153 and NaCl is
also the main component of PBS buffer, the NSS assemblies featured in Figures
5.4c/d may not reflect the natural protein state during the spinning process.
Therefore, the AFM topography images in Figure 5.4 suggest that with a proper
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concentration of ions, NSS can be promoted to form nanofibrils, while a too high
concentration will denature the spidroin molecules. Using other buffer solutions
that control the presence of different types of ions to dissolve the silk dope should
provide more insights.

Figure 5.4. Different NSS assembly morphologies in the presence of ions. (a) Individual nanofibrils
found in one SC 100 mg/L sample. (b) Nanofibril network found in one IC 100 mg/L sample. (c) In
one SC 1000 mg/L sample, we found larger assembiles with short linear segments, which is similar
to the previously reported micellar structure in Latrodectus NSS120. Color bar: (a) 0–1 nm, (b) 0–2
nm, (c–d) 0–5 nm.
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5.c. Erroneous assembly mode and other assembly types
Several 1000 mg/L SC samples feature an unusual NSS assembly mode: short
nanofibrils are combined laterally to form long linear structure (Figure 5.5), instead
of tandemly as in the case of nanofibrils (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). We named this
mode “erroneous assembly”. In terms of morphology and length, the short
nanofibrils seen in this mode are similar with the ones featured in Figures 5.1e/f,
even with a concentration difference of about 100. Interestingly, in samples
showed erroneous assembly, we failed to find any normal long nanofibril. Given
these two observations, the formation of short nanofibril segments and their linking
may happen simultaneously during the spinning process to assure the proper
formation of nanofibrils. This may also be an instance where the confined space
within the MA gland duct and the nematic liquid crystal property5 of native silk dope
come into play: the continuous flow of silk dope and elongation within the duct
force the NSS assemblies to align along the fiber direction, which consequently
prevents the erroneous assembly mode from happening. Furthermore, short
nanofibrils being laterally connected implies multiple linking locations on these
short segments, which can be the structural foundation to form the branching
construction found in Figures 5.1c/d.
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Figure 5.5. The erroneous assembly mode of NSS, where short nanofibrils are linked laterally to
form linear structures. All AFM topography images were taken from SC 1000 mg/L sampls. Color
bar: (a) and its inset: 0–4 nm, (b) 0–5 nm, (b) inset: 0–4 nm. Scale bars: (a) inset: 500 nm, (b) inset:
400 nm.

Besides the erroneous assembly mode, other intriguing types of assemblies were
also observed. Figures 5.6a/b feature a 1000 mg/L SC sample where the NSS
molecules aggregate into different layers, and the top layer appears to have
localized short fibril-like structures. These fibrils are interconnected, resembling a
network, rather than individual fibrils. They are also significantly thicker than the
nanofibrils observed in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, with an average diameter of 36.3 ± 8.6
nm (n = 20) and an average height of 5.8 ± 1.4 nm (n = 20). On the other hand, in
one 10 mg/L IC sample (Figure 5.6c) we observed a flake-like structure (upper
right) and short rigid fibrils (lower half). Both structures were frequently detected in
both SC and IC samples with different concentrations, hinting at their potential
roles within the natural silk fibers. For the flake-like structure, due to its thin planar
morphology, one can speculate it being closely related to the antiparallel pleated

b-sheets. However, the mechanism behind these formations is still unclear.
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Figure 5.6. Other assembly types. (a–b) Layers of NSS found in one SC 1000 mg/L sample. Some
fibrillar structures can be observed on the top layer. (c) Flake-like structure and short rigid
nanofibrils found in one incubated 10 mg/L sample. Color bar: (a, b) 0–8 nm, (c) 0–4 nm.

Importantly, the various morphologies observed in Figures 5.1–5.6 indeed prove
that the parameter space for the right nanofibrillar organization to form is rather
small: The presence of shear force and a proper ion concentration can both
promote the formation of NSS nanofibrils. The liquid crystal property of NSS and
the confined space of spider MA gland further align nanofibrils in a highly parallel
fashion. Future experiments that control other parameters, including spin-coating
conditions (speed and initial acceleration), presence and strength of different ions,
and pH values, can provide additional information of the natural spinning process.
Since a proper structure is one of the decisive prerequisites of the silk’s superior
mechanical properties, such information will tremendously benefit the development of silk-mimicking high-performance materials.
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6. Conclusions
The superior mechanical performance and other appealing properties of natural
spider silk are intimately related to its hierarchical structure.5,6,11,31,32 With protein
nanofibrils observed in various spider and silkworm silks, their critical role in
achieving the silk’s mechanical properties has been widely discussed.32,43,49,50
However, a close review of available experimental evidence of silk nanofibrils
revealed that many crucial aspects about this structural element are still largely
ambiguous or unknown: The volumetric fraction, spatial organization, and
mechanical properties of nanofibrils has never been determined in any spider MA
silk, and the morphology and structure of nanofibrils remain largely unclear.36
Since the development of silk-mimicking synthetic fibers is largely hindered by our
limited knowledge of natural silk structure, a detailed understanding of silk
nanofibrils is urgently needed.
The simple structure of ribbon-like recluse (Loxosceles) silk provides an ideal
opportunity to investigate silk nanofibrils. By studying the surface and internal
structure of this silk, we have shown that it is entirely composed of close-packed,
loosely bonded nanofibrils that are highly oriented, parallel to the fiber direction.
We detected isolated nanofibrils from a natural spider silk fiber for the first time
and determined their breaking strength to be ≈ 120 nN. Since the recluse ribbons
exhibit the outstanding mechanical properties typical of a good spider silk, we can
conclude that the outstanding mechanical properties of Loxosceles ribbons are
already implemented at the level of an individual nanofibril.34
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After we proved nanofibrils are the sole structural elements in recluse silk, we
proceeded to test if they are the conserved structural element in other spider MA
silks. For several cylindrical silks, we used both physical and chemical methods to
expose their internal structure, where individual definitive nanofibrils were observed. These nanofibrils feature similar organizations and dimensions with the ones
found in Loxosceles silk. Our results clearly demonstrate the prevalence of nanofibrillar structure across multiple un-related species, thus indicating them being the
universal building blocks of natural spider MA silks.
Furthermore, the recluse silk also provides a unique system for us to analyze the
protein makeup of pristine silk nanofibrils. Using both polarized FTIR and polarized
Raman spectroscopy, we presented the first-ever vibrational spectra of pristine silk
nanofibrils. We concluded that about 45% of the nanofibril volume is made of
alanine-rich b-sheets oriented along the fibril axis. Another 15–30% of the volume
consist of glycine-rich 31-helices, with a lesser degree of axial orientation. The rest
of the nanofibril contains homogeneously oriented b-turns and random coils. A
comparison between our Raman spectrum and several model polypeptides, as
well as NMR spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction experiments, provided further
experimental support for these findings. Based on our results, we proposed a
detailed hierarchical structure of Loxosceles silk (Figure 4.8): this ribbon silk is
entirely composed of 20 nm thin nanofibrils, which are mostly composed of
alanine-rich b-sheets and glycine-rich 31-helices, accounting for 60–75% of the
nanofibril volume.
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To relate the formation mechanism of silk nanofibrils to the natural silk spinning
process, we investigated the self-assembly behavior of the native spider spidroin
of the most widely studied species, golden silk orb-weaver (N. clavipes). Both
individual and networks of long, thin silk nanofibrils were observed in the presence
of shear force and a proper ion concentration. This unprecedented observation
suggests the intrinsic tendency of native silk spidroin to form fibrillar structures.
However, the parameter space for the right nanofibrillar organization to form is
rather small, as suggested by many non-fibrillar morphologies observed. This
again emphasizes the significance of a well-designed and properly-controlled
natural spinning process in achieving the properties of spider silk.
In summary, by extensively investigating the organization, protein makeup, and
formation of silk nanofibrils in various natural and in-vitro systems, we revealed the
fundamental role of nanofibrils as the basic building blocks of natural spider MA
silk. This will have wide-ranging implications on the understanding of the natural
production and structure-property relations of spider silk. Since a proper
hierarchical structure is one of the decisive prerequisites of the silk’s excellent
properties, the insights on the natural spider silk structure provided by our results
will remarkably benefit the development of silk-inspired high-performance
materials.
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